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ABSTRACT

This paper explores the possibility of an integrated Social Protection Policy for the East African Region. It looks specifically at preexisting provisions and makes a case for the revision of those to allow for more groups of people to come under coverage especially those in the informal sector and vulnerable and marginalized groups. The research zeros in on Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania as case studies of countries with Social Protection interventions and argues for the expansion of the same within the countries and in the region. Kenya stands out as a leading example for the region, as it is the only country with a Social Protection Policy and is explicitly stated as such in the East Africa Community Strategic Plan for Gender, Youth, Children, Social protection and Community Development. The key debate is anchored around the portability of benefits especially those that are of a non-contributory nature. The paper concludes by making a case for regional integration as a way of reducing barriers of movement for both individuals and, goods and services. It explores the possibility of setting up a regional organ under the auspices of the East African Community (EAC), with a mandate to coordinate and manage an integrated policy on Social Protection, geared towards setting up institutions, structures and pushing for relevant legislation entrenching Social Protection as a right for all individuals in the region.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

1.0 Introduction

Social Protection (SP) is touted as a compliment to economic growth in respect to its impact on poverty alleviation and, sustainable and inclusive development. With the increasing propensity towards regional integration, many states are now grappling with the realities of labour portability and by extension, therefore, the portability of benefits, not just those in the formal economy but more so for those in the informal economy. The informal sector in particular stands more vulnerable to socio-economic, political and natural risks and shocks as compared to the formal sector. This is because the informal sector in sub-Saharan Africa accounts for about 50-70%\(^1\) of employment whereas Social Protection programmes cover mostly formal sector workers. For instance from an estimated twenty two million\(^2\) people considered to be in the working bracket, the National Social Security Fund (NSSF), in 2010 only covered 38,339 people while the National Hospital Insurance Fund (NHIF) only covered 367,886\(^3\).

These figures paint the clear picture of the coverage by formal sector provisions over and above the total number of the working population, assuming that the rest work in the informal sector and/or are unemployed. Different national social protection instruments or the lack thereof, is increasingly becoming a challenge for many governments which are moving away from statecentric concerns of power and domination in regional accords, and putting citizens at the core of various party manifestos and strategic objectives of regional integration.

---

3 Kenya Social Protection Sector Review, June 2012
The EAC is no exception; Kenya's 2013 general elections saw the two major parties\(^4\) incorporate Social Protection in their party manifestos as was the case in Ghana\(^5\) during the 2012 general elections. These are often juxtaposed against international instruments such as the International Labour Organisation (ILO) Social Protection Floor and the African Union - Social Policy Framework (AU SPF) which set a guiding framework for the development of domestic policies and programmes. A quagmire arises when Social Protection benefits, especially to the most vulnerable, are touted as stemming from human rights\(^6\). If this is to hold as the trajectory of Social Protection, then states are faced with the dilemma of developing national SP policies or affording regional organisations the institutional capacity to develop an integrated SP policy that should be accessed on the basis of human rights entitlement. These benefits are not bound by geographical borders but act on transboundary basis of equal entitlement. Countries often argue that with a human rights approach government is overburden by the opportunity costs which may arise from shifting national budgets in favour of SP as opposed to Health for instance, making it a right then makes the case for the demand of these services and therefore a right to all.

In which case, governments take a progressive realisation model where programmes and therefore services are progressively rolled out through targeted programmes to the most vulnerable first. The assumption being that with progressive realisation more people can be enrolled in the programme as time goes by, rather than have an abrupt surge in new beneficiaries and have an implosion of the programmes through demand that exceeds supply. In which case, resources and capacity to roll out programmes becomes the states impediment.

\(^4\) Coalition for Reforms and Democracy (CORD) and Jubilee Coalition
\(^5\) National Patriotic Party (NPP) Manifesto For Elections 2012
1.1 Scope of the Study

The study will look at the current operational instruments in place with a focus on national Social Protection Policies as well as international and regional instruments. Only three countries will be looked at specifically Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda who seem to be the pace setters of integration in the EAC and arguably the most influential both economically and politically. The dynamic of their interaction is both of cooperation and competition.

Additionally, two of the three countries present a peculiar situation of policy lacunae that can be generalized for the region, only Kenya has a national policy\(^7\) in place but stands on equal footing with the other two with respect to being an implementing partner to the EAC Strategic Plan for Gender, Youth, Children, Social Protection and Community Development 2011-2015, whereas African Union –Social Policy Framework (AU-SPF), International Labour Organisation – Social Protection Floor (ILO – SPF) have been adopted by all. This should provide a reasonable balance of inquiry.

1.2 Limitation of the Study

Given that the idea of Social Protection is interlinked with poverty alleviation as well as social security. This study will not delve into the different strategies of poverty alleviation or risk mitigation measures, but rather specifically on Social Protection programmes shaping regional discourse touching on all its constitutive elements as and where is appropriate. The research shall look specifically at the National Social Protection policies and strategies, the EAC Strategic Plan for Gender, Youth, Children, Social Protection and Community Development 2011-2015, African Union –Social Policy Framework (AU-SPF) and the International Labour Organisation – Social Protection Floor (ILO – SPF).

\(^7\) Kenya Social Protection Policy 2012
1.3 Statement of the Research Problem

The fact that poverty remains rampant in the EAC region means that strategies on poverty alleviation shall persist. Economists argue that the solution for poverty is economic growth that trickles down to the wider population thereby alleviating their status. Unfortunately, the trickle down notions have failed to account for continued economic growth, which have run parallel with increasing poverty rates. Social Protection as championed by the World Bank\textsuperscript{8}, states that other than being a powerful tool to fight poverty, Social Protection also reduces inequality and promotes social stability.

The increasing popularity of Social Protection in Africa and the world as a whole has enabled countries adopt Social Protection policies as a key policy instrument and compliment to economic growth and poverty alleviation strategies. The East African Community (EAC) however lacks a solitary Social Protection policy to give direction to the different country programmes.

This lack of a single policy even with strides towards a political federation is giving rise to multiple interpretations on Social Protection, and therefore efforts to establish statecentric Social Protection policies and programmes. The EAC has a document entitled EAC Strategic Plan for Gender, Youth, Children, Social Protection and Community Development which is a five year plan of action from 2011 - 2015. The document recognizes that Kenya is the only country with great strides in implementing Social Protection and other members of the EAC are to borrow a leaf. Again it borrows heavily from international and continental instruments that lack strong regional persona. One key question or challenge that needs to be addressed is that of the

---

portability of benefits. Social Protection has to be comprehensively understood as a multifaceted approach to poverty alleviation. The approach that the ILO-SPF for instance takes is one that is rights based. This approach means that every individual is entitled to receive benefits accruing from the different programmes. Therefore the movement of people across borders within the EAC especially for work means that these individuals by right deserve to receive these benefits. This situation is made dire because of the informal sector which employs a majority of East Africa’s citizens.

1.4 Research Questions

1. How prudent is it for countries that are planning to integrate to develop individualistic policies that govern SP?

2. How feasible will it be to harmonise an integrated policy which takes cognizance of divergent contexts and national interests?

3. What is the role then of international instruments in developing SP policies and programmes?

1.5 Objectives

1. To identify key international policies shaping Social Protection (SP) discourse.

2. To identify SP programmes and policies in operation in the EAC.

3. To assess the Social Policy of the EAC.

4. To identify the challenges being faced by the EAC in implementing an integrated Social Policy.

5. To ascertain the viability of an integrated SP policy for EAC.
1.6 Literature Review

The literature to be reviewed will look at poverty as a growing concern for many African states and how other complementary strategies to economic intervention can be employed to alleviate extreme poverty. The complimentary strategies will make a case for entrenching social justice and social equity, while looking at citizen participation in both the implementation of policies as well as the design of appropriate mechanisms to address vulnerability. Furthermore, the literature will raise questions on how economic integration presents both an opportunity for alleviating regional poverty as well as impedes progress with regards to national interest concerns. The literature will then set the stage for Social Protection as a viable intervention strategy for poverty alleviation both as a preventive and as a transformative strategy for vulnerable and marginalised groups. In addition, the literature will paint the picture that is the informal and formal sector in respect to migration and therefore the access of Social Protection benefits for both groups.

According to Mukui J. ⁹ previous research that was carried out on poverty did not take into account the impact poverty reduction programmes had on the beneficiaries because these failed to take into account whether or not the questionnaires actually addressed the welfare components that were pertinent to them rather than what had been theorised as a best practice. Unfortunately, he added, research that was conducted on poverty mapping although good enough to institute noble programmes such as Constituency Development Funds, which could localize targeting of poverty it did not reflect how this information influenced policy decisions and allocating resources in favour of vulnerable groups in the society.

---

⁹ Mukui J. (2005) Poverty in Kenya; Ten Years On; Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS), Society for International Development (SID), and Swedish International Development Agency (SIDA), Copenhagen
This concept forms the basis of the interrogation of this study because it points to a disassociation between research, policy and implementation. The query raised is thus what tangible efforts has government invoked with regards to ascertaining needs based on participation and inclusion. To interrogate the issue even further, would point us towards fundamental flaws in structuralisation of both programmes and implementation mechanism. The disassociation of policy and practice, where factors unforeseen such as lengthy bureaucratic processes, administrative costs, logistics, institutional capacity and mandate impede the execution of programmes spelt out in different policies.

In reinforcing the thoughts of Mukui J.10, Aworuwa O.11 argued that a clear understanding of the needs of the community have to be ascertained in order to decide on the most suitable recourse and intervention strategy. This gives credence to the fact that any intervention strategy on poverty needs to capture country specific contexts, poverty levels in Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania vary and so do GNP levels, national budgets and priority areas. In the case of Regional Economic Communities (RECs) the dilemma of sovereignty versus an integrated agenda of the previously independent units which had been driven by state-centric national interests is a hard trait to lose in the pursuit of commonality.

Underlying suspicion characterises the engagement even though not overtly demonstrated by state signals, because at the heart of it Morgenthau argues that states are driven by selfish ambition based on a realist paradigm, this explains why budgetary allocations on security and military are always higher than education and health. The issue here is what happens to the relations of power that existed prior to the march towards integration?

10 Ibid
In essence, it is for this reason that there is a drive to balance the economic theory on demand and supply, in this case, government sits on the supply side whereas the citizenry sits on the demand side. Political theory based on democratic principles which embed participation in their core beliefs, would argue for legitimacy of the processes and therefore we can peg demand as the input from the citizenry which informs the development and implementation of Social Protection policies and programmes. The concept of inclusive and sustainable development picks from key attributes of democracy, the building blocks of the concept if you will of Social Protection are embedded in this thinking. According to the European Commission\textsuperscript{12}, Social Protection allows for people to participate in economic growth through the provision of complimentary and essential services to the most vulnerable and poor, therefore one can argue that SP provides protection against risks bolstering consumption and provides an essential component of safeguarding livelihoods and asset building.

Francesca Bastagli\textsuperscript{13} argues that SP in developing countries is a key component in fighting poverty. However, governments need to increase spending on formal social protection to realize this potential impact. Unfortunately, financial resource restrictions, policy design and implementation challenges, and political economy are the biggest stumbling blocks to realizing the full impact of Social Protection and also explains the low coverage of such programmes.

Borrowing from previously stated concepts, government need not only increase coverage but also take ownership of programmes which are heavily funded by development partners as well as explore creative ways to bring onboard the informal sector.

\textsuperscript{13} Bastagli F. (2013), \textit{Feasibility of Social Protection Schemes in Developing Countries}, European Union, Brussels
One challenge for every government to consider is that of financing and especially regional financing. These programmes are expensive to set up and operate at country level the next level would be regional reality which then transposes the same country specific realities to the next level. Given that these programmes are modelled around state welfare, countries are expected to shoulder the cost of these programmes from national budgets. The opportunity costs associated with this, compromise other key sectors of the economy such as infrastructure, health, education, security to name but a few. Therefore government reluctance to embrace these programmes is not uncommon or unexpected. On the other hand, development partners such as UKaid\textsuperscript{14} support the design and implementation of these programmes to ease the initial burdens of set up. Models such as the Kalomo\textsuperscript{15} Cash Transfer (CT) in Zambia which were carried out by the Ministry of Community Development and Social Services (MCDSS) as well as the German Technical Cooperation (GTZ) show how pilots can be upscaled by government through partnership in the initial stages of the process. These joint ventures often entered into as bilateral or multilateral engagements between parties, work towards ensuring buy in from technocrats and key decision makers especially in line ministries.

An important discourse however has to revolve around the upscaling of Social Protection benefits at a regional level because of the realities of economic integration as well as migrations across borders by both workers and refugees. The access by both these groups represents the formal and informal communities that are rife in regional neighbours. Economic migrants and refugees speak to the fact that Social Protection benefits really need to cut across or at the very least, take into consideration the formal and informal economy which cannot be ignored as a

\textsuperscript{14}Department for International Development or UKaid greatly supported the Hunger Safety Net Programme in Kenya.

factor of regional dynamics. According to the United Nations (UN)\textsuperscript{16} in 2005, about 3\% of the world’s population was living outside the home of origin the number was estimated at about 191 million people. This figures speak to people who are migrating and not necessarily conscious efforts to integrate regions which will by design increase the inflows and outflows of individual within a certain region and from without.

According to Avato, J. \textit{et al}, migrants in poorer countries have very limited access to formal Social Protection, this limitation means that portability of the same (formal Social Protection) becomes a nightmare to enforce. Therefore, migrants have to rely on informal Social Protection, and it is often migration itself that constitutes a form of Social Protection for migrants and their families\textsuperscript{17}. These mechanisms tend to stem from family support systems as opposed to state based mechanisms. It is evident that those most exposed are those that lie within what is described as the informal economy. Consequently, this makes it even more difficult to integrate Social Protection provisions for the most vulnerable groups based on the fact that efforts designed are geared towards adopting informal sector workers into the formal Social Protection programmes and mechanisms. This approach however cannot be entirely faulted because formal sector workers also have to contend with difficulties related to portability of benefits across borders. Some of these difficulties are based on currency flight measures employed by governments not to mention safeguard measures on money laundering. In addition, legal requirements have a dual effect on the workers who tend to underreport earnings or avoid formal structures for the risk of losing their contributions all together.


\textsuperscript{17} Ibid
Some workers may therefore opt out of contributing or all together find a way around formal provisions so as to safeguard their earnings.

One thing that stands out and especially so for African countries is that poor legislative frameworks have burdened the portability debate between South-South migration. In the European Union (EU) for example, the debate for portability of social security has been on the discussion table since 1958\textsuperscript{18}. At international level, the International Labour Organization (ILO) has been pioneering international instruments for migrant workers since the 1930s, created 2 Conventions (Migration for Employment Convention (C.97), 1949 and Migration Workers Convention (C.143), 1975), and several conventions/recommendations provide important guidance for the coordination of social security schemes\textsuperscript{19}. These provisions have not taken full effect in the global South for various reasons and debate has been centred more around establishing bi-lateral agreements that allow for preferential treatment rather than encompassing a well rounded approach that provides for universal access. In this case universal refers to the access by all.

The literature reviewed begins to speak to the fact that globalisation is an accelerating factor for migration and especially so regional integration efforts. It is no doubt that there is a precedence set for increased migration not just for individual reasons but as an institutionalised effort by governments. The transboundary nature of globalisation means that more people traversing borders means that vulnerability becomes a regional rather than a national issue.

\textsuperscript{19} ILO Conventions No 19, 102 (Article 68), 118 and 157 and ILO Recommendation No. 167 with the model provisions in Annexes 1 and 2
This calls for institutionalisation of mechanisms that look at safeguarding migrant populations from risks and shocks of an economic and social nature. However, one cannot ignore the debate on sovereignty of the nation-state and assertions of national interests cannot be swept under the rug and governments forge ahead with common purpose as the sole driving factor. It is these considerations that make poverty alleviation schemes both an economic and political nightmare.

On the other hand, it is this thinking that also demands for policies and clear parameters for portability of benefits across regions as a way to ensure best practice is evolved to protect the vulnerable members of society. In essence, the first step is to ensure that provisions are not regarded as a matter of stately favour but rather as a rights component engrained in international and regional law provisions; a succinct right that should not be revoked at the whim of governments’ predisposition.

The literature presents a viable effort to enrich the lives of the most vulnerable groups in society through Social Protection mechanisms that build on economic strategies by invoking a rights component, while building social cohesion, equity and social justice. Although, the benefits of Social Protection have been attested to in the overall growth of households by delivering accrued benefits in health, education and income security, gaps remain on the reach and sustainability of these programmes. Within what the paper prescribes as vulnerable groups: children, older persons, persons with disability, women and other marginalised groups, further vulnerability is brought to the fore by the divisions presented through the formal and informal economy.

Literature presented paints the picture that informal sector workers tend to be disadvantaged in accessing Social Protection benefits especially when these are cross border and specifically in South-South migration.
Attention is drawn therefore to African states and especially the EAC, on the absence of a policy or legislative framework that entrenches not only the rights of individuals to Social Protection but also to mechanisms that enable access of benefits at a regional level (portability). It is this thought process that informs the debate by exposing the gap that exists between policy and practice. Furthermore, given the need to protect regional citizens what set of provisions should be worked on with regards to ensuring that Social Protection benefits cut across the economic divide (formal and informal). There are clear difficulties to institutionalise Social Protection at a regional level but what mix or combination of provisions will ensure that individuals can access benefits without having to go through great lengths to effect or enjoy an intrinsic human right.

Regional governments then are lampooned by a barrage of options and models from which to pick. Pasadilla G. and Abella M.\textsuperscript{20}, argue for bilateral and multilateral cooperation in the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) when it comes to portability of social security benefits. The EU on the other hands presents a potent mix of both international instruments as well as regional accords built in to regional frameworks. The EAC needs thus explore sub-regional context based approaches informed by pre-existing literature as well as international and regional instruments to come up with a formula, as it were, for Social Protection. Kenya as the only EAC member with a Social Protection Policy\textsuperscript{21} is made reference to in the EAC Strategy on Social Protection as providing a guide with respect to the development of Social Protection for the region. This is looked at in tandem with regional and international frameworks, policies and laws to inform a comprehensive Social Protection mechanism for the East African Community.


\textsuperscript{21} Kenya Social protection Policy - 2012
1.7 Justification

This research is grounded on the operationalisation of a common Social Protection policy for the East African Region. The ambition courted by the EAC is to become a federation by 2015\textsuperscript{22}. The federation will therefore derive its orientation as a unit, from a common objective and purpose. The constituent units will have to work in synergy to achieve common goals that benefit all members and Social Protection is no exception.

Poverty as a central theme among governments will have to be tackled in a manner that does not seem to short change the other in a common dispensation. Gains on poverty alleviation have to be transboundary and therefore crosscutting in their implementation given that poverty is no longer merely a statecentric issue but a regional one given the realities of globalisation and regional integration.

Given that Kenya is regarded as an exemplary member with regard to strides it has made in its own Social Protection programmes, specifically with the mention of the Kenya Social Protection Policy by the EAC Strategy, the research will bias towards Kenya’s systems as a standard that is aspired to by other member countries within the EAC.

The research at the very least will prescribe a suitable working environment for a Social Protection policy in the region with a keen focus on policy provisions for comprehensive Social Protection benefits for every EAC citizen keen on prescribing incorporation measures for formal and informal sector workers.

\textsuperscript{22} East African Charter - 1999
1.8 Theoretical Framework

Several theories on poverty have been advanced to explain the prevalence of poverty across the globe. There is however no consensus on a particular theory because of the aggregated nature of poverty as a macro-economic issue. There are those that explain it from a social perspective, others psychological and probably the most prevalent is economic. For the purposes of this research we shall look at poverty in its ubiquity and the challenges it presents to segments of the population, which shall be referred to as vulnerable and marginalised groups from here on out. Social Protection as an intervention strategy will therefore explore underlying motives and government prioritization on policy engagement as a viable strategy that complements economic theory in fighting poverty.

According to Naidoo Saragen23, Social Protection is based on the expansion in the thinking behind ‘security’, not necessarily physical security as it were, but rather human security discourse engrained in a holistic well-being of an individual, anchored in both national and international politics and relations.

Human security derives its voice through what Thompson L24. calls the “new thinking on security”. Naidoo S. continues his argument by stating that the expansion in the concept of security is:

“A postmodernist or ‘critical human security’ approach that is rooted within the pluralist theory of international politics represents the other end in this security discourse. This approach is based on a set of assumptions that essentially attempt to
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24 Thompson, L. (2000, Theoretical Approaches to Security and Development, ISS Monograph No. 50.
dislodge the state as the primary referent of security, while placing greater emphasis on the interdependency and transnationalization of non-state actors.”

The expansion of the conceptualization of the security theory from a realist perspective brought to the fore elements that went beyond securing nation-state geographical boundaries. In essence this prescribed a new realm of protection from security threats as a complex engagement from multiple ‘dangers’, old and new, begging for an interrelated approach to enhance human freedoms and fulfilment of the same. In furthering the argument, the United Nations Trust Fund for Human Security\textsuperscript{25}, argues that there are two dynamics which interrogate the conceptualisation of Human Security:

First, human security is needed in response to the complexity and the interrelatedness of both old and new security threats – from chronic and persistent poverty to ethnic violence, human trafficking, climate change, health pandemics, international terrorism, and sudden economic and financial downturns. Such threats tend to acquire transnational dimensions and move beyond traditional notions of security that focus on external military aggressions alone.

Second, human security is required as a comprehensive approach that utilizes the wide range of new opportunities to tackle such threats in an integrated manner. Human security threats cannot be tackled through conventional mechanisms alone. Instead, they require a new consensus that acknowledges the linkages and the interdependencies between development, human rights and national security.

According to Tsai Y\textsuperscript{26}::

“In 1994, the United Nations Development Program’s (UNDP) Human Development Report (HDR) presented a new way of thinking about the integration of security issues and globalization. This report defined human security according to seven dimensions: personal, environmental, economic, political, community, health, and food security (UNDP, 1994: 24–25). Moreover, the report adopted a —people-centric security concept as its focus instead of the traditional state-centered concept (UNDP, 1994: 24–33). This new emphasis on human security supplements the traditional concept of security and represents the emergence of a new paradigm in the field. Human security emphasizes the individual’s rights and interests, which are often ignored by the international community. Real security entails the protection of individuals from such threats as disease, hunger, unemployment, political oppression and environmental degradation (Tsai and Tan, 2007: 8–9). As a multi-level, wide-ranging security concept, it includes both the traditional and non-traditional elements of security. It not only serves as a blueprint for solving human problems, but also offers solutions which middle powers can put into practice (Paris, 2001: 88)... Thus Kofi Annan (2005) has pointed out the three pillars of this wider conception of human security: freedom from want, freedom from fear, and freedom to live in dignity.”

The propositions of the Human Security theory, to the state machinery, is to entrench social justice through an equitable access to basic amenities/services and economic opportunities. This can be accomplished by looking at the constituent elements of the individual’s well being as opposed to looking at the collective good and ignoring the day to day realities. This will result in the upholding of human dignity and human rights, through the provision of a bare minimum standard for all. This basic minimum in effect aims to reduce vulnerabilities from socio-economic as well as natural risks.

The concept of Social Protection is seen as drawing from a rights component that ensures that a basic minimum is accessed by all. It has been espoused as crucial in entrenching tenets of social justice and inclusion in the development agenda.

The study shall be informed by this point of view and set the basis by which research is conducted with an eye for transposing theory into EAC contextual realities especially with regards to the prioritisation of Human Security in the region. Holding the above notions as true the research shall look either to approve or disprove them by finding the modus operandi within the region.

1.9 Hypotheses

This research shall be informed by three hypotheses. The first will look at the lack of policy or legally enforceable mechanism spearheaded by a clearly mandated institution inevitably make the provisions of any strategy susceptible to manipulation in order to suit interests that go against the intended purposes of the instrument. The strategic plan of the EAC on Social Protection is bound for failure or will enjoy low success rate in realizing an integrated Social Protection agenda given its lack of both institutions and guiding policy.

The second hypothesis is based on the reluctance of nation states to prescribe a regional policy because of selfish interests and therefore to enhance national interests create a shell of a policy/strategy and deliberately undermine it, to ensure that they merely meet international pressures.
The final hypothesis is based on the lack of resources and especially of a financial nature which becomes a debilitating factor for the operationalisation of policies and programmes, withdrawing ownership and commitment to implement donor driven agendas.

1.10 Methodology

The data collection method will be through Focus Group Discussions, Key Informant Interviews and through secondary data. The target population of the research will be technocrats and politicians working in the EAC secretariat and in-country missions or relevant government departments and ministries as well as implementing partners of Social Protection programmes in the region. This group is important as it has firsthand experience, knowledge and expertise working with the EAC and Social Protection programmes. Civil Society Organisations and other Regional departments such as the AU will also compose the target population as they will provide information on other complimentary instruments that inform the EAC Strategic Plan on Social Protection. The geographical location to be covered will be the EAC, however, because the research is heavily concentrated around Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda the three countries will form the base of operations. Other pertinent information will be sourced through desk research and correspondence.

The sample size will be skewed towards individuals with access to relevant information and expertise on Social Protection, workings of the EAC, AU and the ILO. This sample size will comprise twenty (20) respondents chosen purposively because of their skills set and knowledge towards the research. These respondents will include government officials from Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda, officers of the Social Affairs Department of the EAC, Civil Society Organisations (CSO), international development partner agencies such as World Bank, DFID, Irish Aid,
Oxfam, UNICEF, Friedrich Ebert Stiftung (FES) Foundation and, academicians and professionals, in Social protection. Other information will be sourced through secondary data in the form of policies and legislative provisions held in public records.

Data collection data shall be collected both as primary data and secondary data. In this case primary data will be necessary in instances where documentation is not readily available or where individual expertise in policy processes provide insights that are often left out by the pen or that have not been documented. The case for secondary data is made with respect to pre-existing materials especially on international provisions and country specific policies. Secondary data will provide both analyses on programmes and provide a basis for comparison with other case studies which will inform the research findings.

Finally the raw data and the secondary data will be analysed qualitatively as the research seeks to determine processes and best practice scenarios which identifying gaps and inform policy making processes. No statistical analyses will be employed given the nature of the data collected and the information sought from this study.

1.11 Data Analysis and Findings

The data in this research will be of a qualitative nature and therefore qualitative analysis will be employed to review findings. The focused group discussions in particular shall enrich the prose as and where is appropriate given that the interviews will be unstructured. Data from secondary sources will be looked at together with the interviews to authenticate findings. In addition, these secondary sources will also be compared through triangulation of the case studies to enable for generalisation as well as draw conclusions for the broader research objectives for the region.
1.12 Chapter Outline

Chapter One:

The chapter contains the research proposal and gives a brief overview of the research to be conducted, it stipulates the problem of the research and defines the objectives therein. In addition, it prescribes a methodology of inquiry which is governed by a theoretical framework.

Chapter Two

This chapter makes a case for Social protection by providing a theoretical overview of the subject matter with insights into the historical overview of the concept as well as its evolution.

Chapter Three

This chapter delves into the existing Social Protection instruments in operation in the EAC. It makes an inquiry into national, regional and international Social Protection Policies and Instruments.

Chapter Four

This chapter makes a contextual analysis of the application of Social Protection Policies and instruments within the region taking cognisance of the differences in country approach and provisions and makes recommendations based on the findings.

Chapter Five

This chapter draws conclusions based on the study findings and sums up the research by pointing to key issues within the study.
CHAPTER TWO
A CASE FOR SOCIAL PROTECTION; THEORETICAL AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORKS OF SOCIAL PROTECTION

2.0 Introduction

This chapter will look at the theoretical conceptualisation of Social Protection and present a case for its necessity and adoption into the EAC. The literature will look at the evolution of Social Protection with a keen interest on its founding tenets down to its application and practicality in the EAC.

By many standards Social Protection is a relatively novel term across the African continent and more so the East African region. The concept nonetheless is only new by definition, but far from it by practice(s). The idea of institutionalizing Social Protection is however rather new given the fact that various forms of Social Protection have existed in society in various forms over time. According to Oluoch E.27, wife inheritance, which is a widespread cultural practice in sub Saharan Africa, was meant to ensure social and economic support to a widow and her children. Besides its contentious connotations, this practice could be characterise as a form of Social Protection, as it provided a form of risk mitigation measure, for women and children a key vulnerable segment of the population. On the other hand, chiefs’ fields in Swaziland popularly known as Indlunkhulu28, were set aside to cater to vulnerable segments of the population,

providing a form of food security for them. This thinking sets the basis for interrogation of indigenous Social Protection mechanisms that may not have necessarily been codified.

Therefore the institutional memory of such practice is by no means new rather the formal policy processes and legislative frameworks inform the ‘newness’ of the practice. Interestingly enough arguments on the very nature of Social Protection with regard to form and substance exist and it is why a standard definition is yet to be synthesised. As such operational definitions litter governments, other non-state implementing bodies and/or stakeholders. These definitions stem from contextual realities, practice in Social Protection and vested interests by all stakeholders.

Assertions by relevant parties are hinged on what is needed and provided, against what is available and feasible. The modern conceptualization of Social Protection resonates not just with its initial state of Social Security but rather with a compliment of services that reduce the overall risk and vulnerability of beneficiaries.

However, Social Protection is often juxtaposed against social services and drawing the line between the two becomes a murky affair. Where do government services enshrined in the social contract start, and the responsibility of government towards upholding human rights and indeed human dignity stop. To understand Social Protection one would have to delve into the intricacies of Social Safety Nets and look at them together with labor market programs and retirement benefit packages. According to Mathiu M. and Mathiu K.29, these programmes are pegged on political economy and national economic outlook dynamism. The underpinnings of Social Protection stem from social risk management. Risk management from a vulnerable and
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marginalised groups’ lens looks at attending specifically to at risk segments of the population to address income risks, equity building and regularising consumption.

This function also applies to non-vulnerable or marginalised groups of the population but the assumption here is that through economic opportunities afforded by the state those who can engage in improving their wellbeing through application of their skills and knowledge shall be able to provide for themselves some sort of risk management measures for example through savings, asset building etc. An underlying premise here is that those who are not presently vulnerable risk falling into vulnerability in the event of a shock or stress so through provisions of Social Protection one is covered in the event of any such incidence.

Social Welfare has evolved from government function to a statutory right demanded by citizenry and an obligation by government. According to Devereux S. and Sabates-Wheeler R.\textsuperscript{30}, with respect to vulnerable and marginalised groups, programmes ought to be targeted in order to move these at risk groups, from poverty alleviation to transformative social policies. This means simply that the programmatic end goal should not be to lift a critical mass out of poverty say through a certain prescribed measure of poverty such as a poverty line. Graduation should imply empowering vulnerable and marginalised groups to not only get out of poverty but also prevent them from sliding back into poverty and enabling them productively contribute to socio-economic development. Social Protection gets credence from the need to bring about sustainable development through inclusion programmes that target the most vulnerable. The thrust behind Social Protection is to ensure that architecture of programmes forestalls perpetual poverty cycles while creating real opportunities to reengage and reintegrate into society. Although the genesis of

sustainable development was hinged around economic and environmental considerations the notions cannot be examined without reference to poverty.

Sustainable development as a term was coined during the Brundtland Commission or World Commission on Environment and Development in 1987\textsuperscript{31}, and expounded on by Richard Estes\textsuperscript{32} who summarized the findings as human progress that realizes the needs and aspirations of the current generation without undermining the capability of coming generations to achieve their needs. This thinking proposed that social and economic problems were interconnected. Increasing globalization only enhanced this interconnectedness. This thinking recognized the increasing growth that was being experienced in the world although with little reflection on the increasing poverty yet there was an increase in wealth in the world. According to the Global Development Research Centre\textsuperscript{33} there are two levels of poverty that can be classified as Individual level which is explained by peoples circumstances this would speak to amount of education, discrimination, work orientation cultural practices, health, handicaps, sex and their status relative to circumstances. These have connotations that bear on individuals as being the cause and perpetrators of poverty. For instance on the attributes listed above when one looks at a person with disability as a perpetrator of poverty; one can say that economic opportunity for someone with a disability would be constrained.

The second level is the aggregate theory that compounds elements from the individual level and looked at from a macro level. Apart from the sum of individual elements another way of explaining poverty is from a generic dimension but also within the aggregate theory. In this view a systemic approach is looked at from the point of view that government is inadequate to provide

\textsuperscript{31} http://www.un-documents.net/ocf-02.htm#I
\textsuperscript{32} Estes R., Toward Sustainable Development: From Theory to Praxis, University of Pennsylvania, 1993
\textsuperscript{33} http://www.gdrc.org/icm/poverty-causes.htm
the requisite condition for economic development and prosperity. This for instance could include lack of employment opportunities, low national income and poor macro-economic policy.

This paper will focus on the aggregate theory, which dispelled the notions of incapacity through the realisations of the 1980’s which pointed to the uneven and unequal distribution of growth and development, and wealth, though in fact there was an increase globally. In addition, the Brundtland report took particular emphasis on the fact that problems or crises experienced in one part of the world would inevitably be felt in another part, even with those areas that were not in geographical proximity to each other. This was especially true of environmental events. Therefore the issues to contend with according to Brundtland, was rampant poverty in the face of expanding economies, the ripple effect of events in the global arena and the collective onus of the world and the need for a rethinking on the status quo in respect to development and redistribution of resources.

This thinking called attention to the failure of economic models alone in addressing poverty, and on the need for complimentary programmes. This required policies and programmes that comprehensively addressed poverty and development in an inclusive manner bringing about social justice and equity. It also established a nexus between national and global events, with respect to the ripple effect of poverty on not only nation states but also on the global. Although the thinking was global, redistribution of wealth was very much alive at the national level with the gap between the rich and poor growing. This meant that realities of the globe manifested even more prominently at the municipal level. Economic indicators such as increase in Gross Domestic Product (GDP) did not necessarily speak to poverty alleviation. There was therefore a need to reconcile the two so as to realise a sustainable model, given the implications of ignoring national happenings.
An offshoot of programmes that brought about greater inclusion, although from a purely theoretical perspective, would speak to an increase in political stability, cohesion of the society and solidarity. Some Social Protection practitioners argue that this is largely the reason that there is continuing buy in by African leaders as evidenced by increasing budgetary allocation and programme expansion. Uganda’s Expanding Social Protection programme is a clear government strategic plan for expanding social grants in particular the coverage of the Social Assistance Grants for Empowerment (SAGE)\(^3^4\). Although SAGE started off as a pilot, the government envisions full roll out to all districts in the country by 2015, which goes hand in hand with increased budgetary allocation with each financial year.

By expanding SP programmes, one of the key design elements is to increased citizen participation in the process through feedback mechanisms that allow evaluation of the programmes by beneficiaries and tax payers. This effective participation of the electorate builds on the social contract between state and citizenry. Ideally, a comprehensive and effectively functional, universal social protection programme should attract participation of the citizenry by holding government into account for services rendered thereby increasing transparency in the use of public funds.

### 2.1 Evolution of Social Protection

The existence of Social Protection can be recognized as one of the most significant social achievements of the 20\(^{th}\) century. Systems of Social Protection enable societies to advance the

\(^{34}\) Social Assistance Grants for Empowerment; Implementation Guideline (2012)
well-being and security of their citizens by protecting them from vulnerability and deprivation in order to pursue a decent life.

This concept should not be dragged into the debate of the Cold War and labelled; instead social protection draws from poverty alleviation strategies that borrow from both the tenets of a free market economy as well as a control economy. Although debatable, the departure from cold war realities of state centrism has shifted more towards citizen focused politics as espoused by Samuel Huntington\(^\text{35}\) in his masterpiece on the *Clash of Civilisations*. In essence he spoke of a shifting in ideological dispensation, although focused on conflict, he was right to point out that engagements moved away from the macro level (state) to micro level (individuals and cultures).

Social Protection meets the essential needs of human survival by ensuring that all men and women have a basic socio-economic minimum. At the same time, it can play a more far-reaching role in enhancing the quality of life of individuals and societies by developing and unleashing human potential, facilitating structural change, increasing stability, advancing social justice and cohesion, and promoting economic dynamism.\(^\text{36}\)

Social Protection before the 20\(^{\text{th}}\) Century, existed in the nuclear and extended family as a way of managing risk for each other by assisting whenever a problem arose. However the modern form of Social Protection is broader in concept. It proposes to put in place structures that manage risk and cover more people than just the immediate family. This is premised on the fact that not
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everyone has someone and that the governments in place are now being held accountable for the welfare of their citizens.

In spite of its achievements and contribution to human development, social protection has always been the object of intense criticism. Since inception, Social Protection policies have been criticized on economic grounds for having a negative impact on overall economic performance. Most critics argue that these policies cost too much and are a financial burden that deplete public funds and reduce opportunities for investing in other priority areas. In her paper Rawlings\textsuperscript{37} cites poor poverty targeting, disincentive effects, and limited welfare impacts as a prevalent criticism among many policy makers and economists. It is argued that the policies create disincentives in the labour market leading to dependency on public support and undermining the work ethic, as well as hindering structural change.

These assumptions have so far proved not credible because of the limited view through which Social Protection programmes are judged. The premise of Social Protection intervention is based on economic theory prescribing direct or indirect risk management. The direct method involves more popular economic intervention strategies such as savings, sharing risks, increasing the uptake of insurance, increased pension contributions and building the capacities of market institutions. On the other hand, the indirect method would include cash transfers, asset building programmes, public works programmes, old age insurance all of which seek to improve livelihoods and welfare.

These measures of dealing with risk can be either preventive or designed to provide a coping mechanism. These measures can therefore be either formal or informal, meaning that the players

\textsuperscript{37} Rawlings B. L. (2004), A New Approach to Social Assistance: Latin America’s Experience with Conditional Cash Transfer Programs, the World Bank, Washington
involved vary depending on either classification. Going by this conceptualization, Social Protection can therefore be logically deduced to be both preventive and promotive.

The preventive element will look into risk mitigation measures whereas the promotive element looks at livelihood security through basic minimum packages that promote asset building and decent work, with a prerequisite of skills endowment to achieve transformative impacts on poverty alleviation. By this the concept speaks to sustainability rather than objective attainment that leaves the individual exposed when the programme comes to an end. To explain this further, one would look at skills and livelihood security as opposed to project based objectives.

This means that when vulnerable and marginalised groups face risks, these communities have an end game of built in resilience over a period of time, that allows them to face shocks without necessarily falling back into poverty or at least extreme poverty.

According to Devereux and Sabates-Wheeler\textsuperscript{38}, Social Protection describes all public and private initiatives that provide income and consumption transfers to the poor, protect the vulnerable against livelihood risks, and enhance the social status and rights of the marginalized; with the overall objective of reducing economic and social vulnerability of poor, vulnerable and marginalized groups.

The changing international context includes a new wave of globalization that excludes the majority from its benefits and leaves increasing disparities and insecurity in its wake. For those already excluded, these pressures are daunting and social protection remains out of reach. Even in countries with developed systems of social protection such challenges make complete

coverage difficult to achieve. If the global goals of poverty reduction and sustainable development are to become a reality, social protection for all men and women must be a key global objective.

At the same time, for Social Protection to play an effective role in poverty alleviation and sustainable development, its scope must be expanded to meet new global needs and to render it more effective and relevant to the world’s entire population.

2.2 Social Protection and Social Security

Social Protection can be described as the sum of programmes running to address risks and shocks, a comprehensive social protection programmes interlinks different programmes that mitigate risk by complementing services offered and thus accrues benefits to vulnerable communities, providing both risk mitigation and resilience during stresses and shocks.

Social Security can be argued to be one such measure that feeds into a comprehensive Social Protection approach. A household that receives anti-retroviral drugs in an HIV and AIDS programme and a pension can use the money to improve nutritional intake rather than pay to access the drugs. Benefits both from the medicines received and the pension, to improve the quality of life greatly helps a population that is at risk as compared to a situation where the individual was receiving one without the other. HelpAge International in 2010 put the number of orphans of HIV and AIDS parents living with grandparents as shooting from 44% to 61% from 1992 to 2000. In a situation such as this, the burden of care shifts to the grandparents and without some form of income the grandparents if unable to work are thrust into poverty. On the other hand a form of pension of grant towards the children could ensure that the children stay in school
and have a shot at breaking a potential poverty cycle. Michael Samson\textsuperscript{39} argues that social pensions in South Africa reduce the people living below the poverty line by 5\%, in addition, the pensioner reduced the family probability of falling into poverty by 11\%.

The interlinkages between Social Protection programmes and poverty can be easily demonstrated as above and this pushed for the adoption of the same as a legitimate strategy in poverty alleviation.

This gave credence to the rights argument where poverty inhibited the enjoyment and fulfilment of human rights. The explicit recognition of social protection as a human right in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948 served to enshrine it in the universal conscience.\textsuperscript{40} This is as the result of a long struggling process, the first traces of which were found with Hsun Tsu in China in the third century B.C. However, it did not begin to be affirmed practically until the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in Europe, first through the philosophy of the Enlightenment, then with the “socialism of the chair” in Germany, the Fabian Society in England, Social Catholicism and solidarism in France.\textsuperscript{41}

A little later, the International Labour Organization (ILO), particularly through the Declaration of Philadelphia, adopted in 1944 by the International Labour Conference, made a major contribution to the extension throughout the world of social security and the values on which it is based, foremost among which are solidarity, human dignity and social justice. Values which have carried the idea to what it is today given the past contextual struggles.


\textsuperscript{40} http://www.issa.int/News-Events/News2/Social-justice-social-protection-and-social-security -Social justice, social protection and social security ISSA, 18.02.2010 | Feature

\textsuperscript{41} Ibid
Social security is a concept enshrined in Article 22 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights which states that ‘Everyone, as a member of society, has the right to social security and is entitled to realization, through national effort and international co-operation and in accordance with the organization and resources of each State, of the economic, social and cultural rights indispensable for his dignity and the free development of his personality’.\textsuperscript{42}

In simple terms this means that the signatories agreed that the society in which a person lives should help them to develop and to make the most of all the advantages (culture, work, social welfare) which are offered to them in the country. Social security is an important form of social protection, which is aimed at creating a safety net for all citizens, so that they do not suffer hunger and death as a result of poverty.\textsuperscript{43} Social security in the wider context of social protection brings with it a sense of social justice which creates solidarity. Solidarity gives rise to two major forms of redistribution: vertical redistribution which is the vehicle of social assistance, since it is intended to provide a minimum level of resources for the most disadvantaged and horizontal redistribution which embodies the concept of social insurance, which may be distinguished from private insurance by the fact that contributions are based not on the probability of specific contingencies occurring, but on contributory capacity.\textsuperscript{44}

\textsuperscript{42} http://www.ohchr.org/EN/UDHR/Documents/UDHR_Translations/eng.pdf “Universal Declaration of Human Rights”. \textit{Plain language version}. United Nations. "Art 22."22 The society in which you live should help you to develop and to make the most of all the advantages (culture, work, social welfare) which are offered to you and to all the men and women in your country."

\textsuperscript{43} http://www.unicef.org/mozambique/media_9464.html Social Security and Social Protection 2011…last visited on 23rd July 2013

We can therefore redefine Social Protection as a series of mechanisms for the redistribution of income based on the values of solidarity, social justice and respect for human dignity.\textsuperscript{45} It has the role of ensuring that the most vulnerable benefit from economic progress, of reducing or removing inequalities related to negative factors which limit the capabilities of the persons affected, of broadening the range of opportunities available to individuals throughout their life and, in doing so, of facilitating equality of opportunity and contributing to the achievement of individual and collective well-being.

The aforementioned, definition brings to light the current growth and interest by development agencies in social protection. This interest is pegged on the global reaction to various forms of economic or financial crisis over the 80s, 90s and most recently the current global economic downturn. These have been seen to be associated with contemporary processes of globalization and specifically with the growing integration of trade systems and capital markets, which are generally seen to present two contrasting faces. On the one hand, they are seen as increasing opportunities for all (including poorer people and poorer countries), while on the other hand they are seen as increasing insecurity and inequality on a global scale.

Other dimensions of contemporary global change of relevance include: an increasingly liberalized international economic environment restricting many sources of revenue which were previously available to governments to fund social expenditures; and a global demographic transition which implies long-term changes in dependency ratios in particular, the growth in the absolute and relative numerical importance of older people.

This implies that processes of international economic integration are increasingly leaving nation states with less power to regulate conditions for relationships between capital and labour, conditions of access to internal markets, and levels of budgetary support available for human development.

On the other hand, development processes are also contributing to positive processes of human development such as longer life spans which may enhance pressures on public resources with regards to Social Protection. Yet processes of accelerated integration of global societies and economies – which have great potential for increasing growth and human well-being – may in the long run be threatened if growing inequality leads to a perception that basic requirements of social justice are not being met. Analysis suggests that the institutional framework for social policy must adapt in response, at the local, national and global levels, to get to the point of understanding and not just creating a framework for social protection on all three levels.

2.3 Changes in Development Practice

Development partners in the last decade have increasingly emphasised working holistically in full range of issues of common concern to public policy and budget to realise a sustainable development agenda as well as sustainable impacts on poverty reduction. This approach embodied in new approaches such as the Comprehensive Development Framework requires a balanced understanding of public policy across all fields and especially that of Social Protection so as to come up with an appropriate combination of policies at the national level.
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2.4 Citizenship, Governance and Rights

As aforementioned Social Protection rights are contained in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights\textsuperscript{49} however to operationalise these rights Norton A., et al argues that there is a need to convert the rights into entitlements and standards. This requires a great deal of consensus among international bodies such as the UN which prescribe international norms and binding declarations for member states who are the key drafters of these norms and declarations. They have the onus therefore of determining the acceptable threshold for survival and that policies are deliverable, effective and sustainable. This means looking at what entitlements and standards can be realised for the vulnerable groups in a manner that does not increase compromise human dignity. There are significant gaps in the knowledge with regards to governance and rights but these are critical considerations for the following reasons\textsuperscript{50}:

- \textit{Defining those levels of material well-being which constitute a minimum acceptable standard or right.}

- \textit{There is good historical evidence that, for economies in processes of change, the provision of protection against risk from new levels of exposure to markets is a fundamental part of the bargain between workers and state that accompanies structural reform.}

- \textit{Defining the role of the state in these fields is highly contentious, and can only be handled through political processes. The use of tax funded transfers to assist the poorest requires very high levels of support especially from the middle/working class, within society to be politically sustainable.}

\textsuperscript{49} United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights - 1948

\textsuperscript{50} Norton A., Conway T. and Foster M., (2001), Social Protection Concepts and Approaches: Implications for Policy and practice in International Development, Overseas Development Institute (ODI), London
Social protection policy is also intimately connected to debates on social cohesion and social exclusion. This reflects a view in the social sciences which emphasises that inclusion in a collectivity which provides for mutual assistance is central to the definition of social life. To look at this relationship from a different angle, when a collectivity such as the state loses the capacity to provide for the needs of its members (citizens) in a crisis, it suffers a crisis of legitimacy as a consequence, and accordingly finds it harder to govern.

Social security then becomes a child of Social Protection in a more formal manner emanating from the state through agencies trying to cover the masses, factoring in citizenship, governance and rights. However, in the context of the global South formal social security coverage is limited by resource constraints and made worse by the growth and size of the informal sector which tends to outnumber the formal. This leads to a very clear niche for non-state actors who can come in although in a regulated manner so as to adhere both to long term development strategies as well as strategic objectives geared towards poverty alleviation.

CHAPTER THREE

EXISTING SOCIAL PROTECTION INSTRUMENTS IN OPERATION IN THE EAC

3.0 Introduction

This chapter will look at pre-existing policies, frameworks, strategies and mechanisms that are in operation in Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda. It will also explore regional and international instruments with the aim of detailing practice and presenting a case for Social Protection in the EAC.

There is now consensus among policymakers that Social Protection is a powerful way to fight poverty and promote inclusive growth. This international consensus is most clearly articulated in the International Labour Organisation’s (ILO) Social Protection Floors, European Union Communication on Social Protection, World Bank Strategy on Social Protection for Africa, the African Union’s Social Policy Framework (AU-SPF) endorsed by African heads of state in 2009 as well as regional and national level policies and strategies. Notwithstanding, one element of Social Protection that is greatly advanced with regard to probing portability is Social Security, because of legislative frameworks as well as operational structures even though limited mostly to formal sector contributors.

3.1: National Social Protection Policies and Instruments

3.1.1 Kenya

Kenya like many African countries has what can be aptly described as indigenous Social Protection practices but which are not formally recognised. However, this has changed with the
National Policy on Social Protection being endorsed by Cabinet in early 2012 and subsequent legislation passed on Social Assistance in December of 2012.

Social Protection in Kenya is defined as policies and actions, including legislative measures, that enhance the capacity of and opportunities for the poor and vulnerable to improve and sustain their lives, livelihoods, and welfare, that enable income-earners and their dependants to maintain a reasonable level of income through decent work, and that ensures access to affordable healthcare, social security, and social assistance\textsuperscript{52}.

Kenya, in its new Constitution of 2012 enshrined Social Protection as a fundamental right. The following documents provide for the environment set the basis for the operational environment and structure for social protection\textsuperscript{53}:

1) Constitution of Kenya 2010-Article 10 (2) (b) “human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, human rights, non-discrimination and protection of the marginalized”.\textsuperscript{54}

2) Article 41 (4 & 5) recognises workers’ rights to organise and engage in collective...\textsuperscript{55} In addition to the above broad values and principles, the constitution recognises workers’ rights to organise and engage in collective bargaining which rights are important in providing a framework for organising and advancing the right to social security, among other rights of workers.

3) Article 43 provides as follows: 43 (1) Every person has the right: to the highest attainable standard of health which includes the right to health care services, including reproductive

\textsuperscript{52} Kenya Social Protection Policy 2012
\textsuperscript{53} Ibid
\textsuperscript{54} Constitution of Kenya 2010
\textsuperscript{55} Ibid
health care; to accessible and adequate housing and to reasonable standards of sanitation; to be free from hunger, and to have adequate food of acceptable quality; to clean and safe water in adequate quantities; to social security; to education. This is elaborated because in captures the discussion in play accurately.

The rights components speak to provisions on health, reproductive health and emergency health care services, housing, food, safe water, education, general social security. Additionally, the constitution gives elaboration to the necessary social protection for children and youth, and persons with disabilities, minorities and the elderly, Article 53, 54, 56 and 57 respectively.

Kenya’s new constitution is considered fairly progressive in so far as human rights go, but more especially towards the right to social security. These provisions are read jointly with the National Social Protection Policy leading to the interrogation of three key areas: Social Security, Social Insurance and Social Assistance which in essence can be interpreted to establish a bare minimum standard entitlement for every citizen. It has to be understood that these are progressive in their realisation.

This policy has activated the rights component of the law by ensuring that Social Protection at different levels is being institutionalized and accountability is at the fore front of implementation. Kenya’s Social Protection programmes are generally divided into two as we have seen from ongoing discourse; non-contributory and contributory programmes. The non-contributory programmes are divided into five categories;

1. Agriculture;
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a. National Accelerated Agricultural Inputs Access Programme (NAAIAP) which targets small-scale farmers and is funded by the government.

b. *Njaa Marufuku* Kenya (NMK) – NMK Component-1, which targets farmers groups and is funded by the government.

c. Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) Farmer First Programme which targets Household members with HIV/AIDS, TB, and/or severe malnutrition and is funded by FAO.

2. Education\(^59\)

   a. Most Vulnerable Children (MVC) targets schools in poor areas and is funded by the Government and DFID

   b. Expanded School Feeding programme which targets school children and is funded by the government and WFP

   c. Home Grown School Meals (HGSM) which targets schools in marginalised areas and is funded by the Government and JICA

   d. Regular School Feeding targets primary school children and is funded by the Government and WFP

   e. Secondary Education Bursary Fund which targets vulnerable secondary school students and is funded by the Government.

3. Health and Nutrition\(^60\)

   a. HIV/AIDS Nutrition Feeding which targets HIV clients on ART and OVCs in affected households and is funded by WFP
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b. Health Voucher-OBA Scheme which targets poor women in ASAL areas and is funded by the Government and UNICEF

c. NMK Component-2 which targets school children and is funded by the Government

4. Social Cash Transfers

a. Hunger Safety Net Programme (HSNP) phase 1 pilot which targets chronically food insecure, extremely vulnerable and poor people and is funded by DFID

b. Cash Transfer for Orphans and Vulnerable Children (CT-OVC) which targets vulnerable children and is funded by the Government, UNICEF, DFID and WB

c. Older Persons Cash Transfer (OPCT) which targets older people and is funded by the Government

d. Disability grants which target people with disabilities and institutions serving people with disabilities and is funded by the Government

e. Urban Food Subsidy which targets poor households in urban areas and is funded by several donors.

5. Relief and Recovery61

- General Food Distribution which targets poor households and disaster victims and is funded by the Government

- Supplementary Feeding including Mother and Child nutrition which targets poor women and children and is funded by the Government

- Food/Cash for Assets which targets vulnerable communities and is funded by several donors.

The Contributory programmes are as follows62:
1. National Hospital Insurance Fund (NHIF) which targets formal and informal sector workers and is funded by the Ministry of Health

2. National Social Security Fund (NSSF) which targets formal and informal sector workers and is funded by the Ministry of Labour

3. Civil Service Pension which targets civil servants and is funded by Ministry of Finance.

The government of Kenya is the biggest contributor to Social Protection; however, the distribution is skewed with the bulk being ploughed into the civil service pensions with the remainder going to safety nets where a strong presence of development partners is felt. There has however been a drive to spend more on non-contributory schemes such as social cash transfers allocated entirely to safety nets, the majority of which are going to relief and recovery programmes.\textsuperscript{63} Unfortunately, government presence has been marred by accusations of being used for political mileage and distribution being strongly liked to local politicians where beneficiaries are led to believe that the benefits are as a result of loyalty to political parties rather than government fulfilling an entitlement to its citizenry.

The main form of safety net support offered to the poor and vulnerable populations has been humanitarian relief often in the form of food aid which had been mobilized by the government and the international community in response to crises, such as drought and floods. In many parts of the country, most notably Turkana and other Arid and Semi-Arid Lands (ASAL), this type of response has become common, with emergency food relief being provided to poor populations


\textsuperscript{63} Ibid
on an annual basis.\textsuperscript{64} This suggests that this instrument had evolved into a regular response to chronic poverty and food insecurity.

According to Stephen Devereux, Social Protection as a risk mitigation measure is in a position to stabilize consumption and build assets that provide for protection during recurrent emergencies and disasters; another case for expanding Social Protection.

An evaluation of the cash transfer programme for Orphans and Vulnerable Children (CT-OVC) found a significant impact on consumption, school enrolment, and health outcomes, with households using programme transfers primarily for food- and health-related spending.\textsuperscript{65} There has also been a modest impact on household productive assets. Similar results were reported for Kenya’s Urban Food Subsidy programme and Food for Assets programme. Additionally, the CT-OVC programme appears to be having significant effects on the local economy, beyond the immediate impacts on programme beneficiaries, as the programme stimulates demand for locally produced goods and services. Simulations show that in 2009 rates of poverty also tended to be higher among households with Orphans and Vulnerable Children (OVC) (54 percent),\textsuperscript{66} older people (53 percent), and people with disabilities (63 percent for children with disabilities and 53 percent for adults) than among the general population.\textsuperscript{67} Moreover, households living in ASALs or those living in communities with insufficient entrepreneurial activity and job creation have been found to be more vulnerable to poverty. This persistent poverty highlights the fact that

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{64} Ibid
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Social Protection can play an important role in efforts to reduce poverty and promote human development in Kenya.

From 2005 to 2010, Social Protection expenditure in Kenya rose from Kshs. 33.4 billion to 57.1 billion, which was equivalent to 2.28 percent of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in 2010.\textsuperscript{68} This overall growth in social protection spending was due to increases across the contributory programmes, the civil service pension, and safety nets. This point is controversial because of the perception of Social Protection; often Social Protection is equated to cash transfers, in the financial year 2013/2014 the budgetary allocation for this was Kshs. 13.4 billion\textsuperscript{69}, which when looked at without the other constituting elements looks quite small especially as a percentage of the whole which was Kshs. 1.6 trillion.

Social Protection programmes are increasingly leveraging advances in information communication technology (ICT) to enhance efficiency and overall programme performance. A number of safety net programmes are using, or are looking to use, the agency banking network and smart card technology to make transfers to beneficiaries. Others are experimenting with the use of mobile money\textsuperscript{70}, which eliminates many of the costs that beneficiaries incur when collecting their payments.

Contributory schemes are similarly looking to capitalize on these advances in order to streamline aspects of their payment systems including bringing on board informal sector workers.

\textsuperscript{68} Ibid
\textsuperscript{69} Statement delivered to the budget and appropriation committee of the National Assembly on 13\textsuperscript{th} June, 2013, by Mr. Henry K. Rotich, Cabinet Secretary for the National Treasury, Republic of Kenya, highlighting the budget policy and revenue raising measures for fiscal year 2013/2014
\textsuperscript{70} Mostly the m-pesa service provided by the Safaricom Mobile Service Provider
Such advances are promoting broader efficiency among social protection programmes, which are also beginning to experience economies of scale. This is evidenced by the fact that overhead costs are falling, although they remain high by international standards. Overhead costs for safety net programmes declined noticeably from 2005 to 2010, yet were, on average, equivalent to 39 percent of total expenditure.\footnote{World Bank (2011). Safety Nets How To: A Tool Kit for Practitioners, Version 1, World Bank, Washington D.C.} Non-transfer costs in contributory programmes have been very high, although there is some indication that these are declining.

One of the main issues that hindered wide spread and effective Social Protection was lack of accountability structures, however over the past few years evidence shows that Social Protection programmes, particularly safety nets, have established relatively robust accountability mechanisms. These include a suite of measures to ensure fiduciary control and “upwards” accountability to management and parliamentarians. Many safety nets have also established strong systems to create “downwards” accountability to beneficiaries and communities.\footnote{Weigand, C. and M. Grosh (2008). “Levels and Patterns of Safety Net Spending in Developing and Transition Countries,” Social Protection Discussion Paper No. 0817, World Bank, Washington D.C.} For most programmes, this translated into the widespread use of community structures to monitor implementation progress and advocate for beneficiary rights, among others. While this strategy appears to be effective in many ways, it has raised questions about the sustainability of programmes that depend heavily on voluntary labour at local levels.

### 3.1.1.1 The National Social Security Fund (NSSF)

The NSSF of Kenya was established in 1965 to cater for private sector social security.\footnote{http://www.nhif.or.ke/healthinsurance/ - last visited on 23\textsuperscript{rd} July 2013} It is compulsory for every worker in any private sector firm with five or more workers. By 2005 Kenya’s NSSF had about three (3) million registered members with only about one million as active contributors. The Act provides for age benefits, survivors’ benefits, invalidity benefits,
withdrawal benefits, emigration grant and such other benefits as may be prescribed by the Minister in charge (Section 19).

The NSSF based on its inception was accused of low coverage and especially so looking at the informal sector coverage. Recent advances have seen the NSSF expand its coverage to the informal sector starting with domestic employees.

3.1.1.2 The National Health Insurance Fund (NHIF)

This is a State Parastatal established in 1966 as a department in the Health Ministry. The first Act of Parliament setting up that fund has been periodically reviewed to accommodate changing healthcare needs of the population, employment and restructuring in the health sector. Currently an NHIF Act No. 9 of 1998 governs the Fund.\textsuperscript{74} In order to improve effectiveness and efficiency the NHIF was converted from a department of the Ministry of Health to a state corporation whose core mandate is to provide medical insurance cover to its members and their dependants.

Membership is open to Kenyans of 18 years and older with a minimum monthly wage of Kshs. 1000, this limit was set to allow for increased access by citizens. NHIF has 31 fully autonomous branches across the country offering all NHIF services including payment of benefits to hospitals or members or employers.\textsuperscript{75}

There are no exclusions with the fund; all medical conditions are covered with no limit to the number of a beneficiary’s dependants\textsuperscript{76} and providing for both in and out patient benefits. The Act attempts to entrench community participation in the management of the Fund by having one representative from an NGO involved in health care services, on the Fund Management Board,
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also included is representative from the disadvantaged members of the society (rural and urban).\textsuperscript{77}

\textbf{3.1.1.3 The Pensions Act and Pension for Public Service Employees}

The Pensions Act, Cap 189 Rev. 2009\textsuperscript{78}, provides for the granting and regulating of pensions, gratuities and other allowances for public service officers. There are private retirement benefits schemes governed under the Retirement Benefits Act, 1997 through which private employers and their employees make contributions. A Retirement Benefits Authority (RBA) was set up to regulate, supervise and promote retirement benefits schemes.

\textbf{3.1.1.4 National Policy on Older Persons and Ageing 2009}

In September 2009, Kenya adopted a National Policy on Older Persons and Ageing. The overall objective is to facilitate the integration and to mainstream the needs of older persons in the national development process. The policy aims at ensuring that older persons are recognised, respected and empowered to actively and fully participate in society and development. The policy proposes, among other things, the establishment of credit facilities for the elderly as well as ensuring that there is food security and good nutrition for the elderly. This policy is currently undergoing a harmonization process with the provisions on social security and older persons in Kenya’s new Constitution of 2010\textsuperscript{79}.

\textbf{3.1.1.5 An Assessment of Social Protection in Kenya}

The disconnect between policy and practice manifests itself in implementation and many time Africa is accused of having great policies that rest or sit in shelves. It should be observed that in

\textsuperscript{77} NHIF Act Section 4 (i) (ii) 
\textsuperscript{78} http://www.kenyalaw.org/klr/fileadmin/pdfdownloads/Acts/PensionsAct_Cap189.pdf last visited on 23rd July 2013
\textsuperscript{79} National Policy on Older Persons and Ageing - 2009
the Kenyan system there is no limit to the number of family beneficiaries in the national Health Insurance Fund. It is feared that given the traditional (extended) African family the scheme may eventually become unsustainable. In Kenya the NSSF covers approximately 1.2 million Kenyans while the civil service and the army employees covered are about 400,000 while the occupational schemes cover about 300,000 with individual schemes covering about 10,000 employees.  

Given the burden on government relating to public service pensions, Kenya is moving towards contributory arrangements as opposed to relying on the government exchequer. It is also reported that the Kenya RBA has, through with difficulties mentioned above, been successful in regulating social security schemes and making them more compliant with RBA regulations and requirements. Spending on contributory programmes rose by roughly 53 percent between 2005 and 2010 as a result of increasing benefits being paid out as membership numbers rose all which had implications on the operational costs; by 2010 this amounted to 0.48% of GDP.  

Similarly, the civil service pension expenditure increased yearly, which resulted in an overall increase of 70% between 2005 and 2010. By 2010, expenditure on the civil service pension was equivalent to 1% of GDP. At the same time, spending on safety nets doubled, rising from Kshs. 11.9 billion in 2005 to Kshs. 20.5 billion in 2010, which was equivalent to 0.80 percent of GDP. This was largely due to the relief and recovery response to the drought in 2008 and a rapid increase in spending on social cash transfer programmes from 2009. Overall, the average spending on the General Food Distribution (GFD) programme, which is classified as relief and
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recovery, amounted to 53.2% of all safety net spending between 2005 and 2010.\textsuperscript{83} Increasing investments in Social Protection has resulted in growing coverage among the population.

On average, these programmes both contributory and safety net covered about 14% of the population annually during this period, indicating a growing trend among contributory schemes (134%) and safety nets (35%). By the end of 2010, safety nets covered about 13% of the population and, in spite of rapid growth, contributory schemes covered an estimated 1%.\textsuperscript{84}

Despite the general advances in the Social Protection sector, progress is uneven across programmes and among operational areas. Information is always required for robust evidence on programme impact to inform programme managers and policymakers, generally, however, monitoring and evaluation (M&E) of social protection programmes in Kenya is generally weak\textsuperscript{85}. In some cases, such information is collected but is not publically available. Where investments have been made in M&E, there is substantial evidence of social protection programmes achieving a range of impacts, including improving household consumption, school enrolment and health outcomes. There is also some evidence that these programmes contribute towards empowering vulnerable groups and stimulating markets. However, this information is restricted to a small subset of programmes and is not necessarily representative of the sector as a whole. More basic data on programme implementation is also often scarce, making it challenging to undertake a comprehensive assessment of the sector’s performance. As a result, it is almost impossible for policymakers to gain an accurate picture of the population currently benefitting or covered from these programmes.

\textsuperscript{83} Ibid
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Furthermore, delays in payments are persist, arising largely from the lengthy process of moving funds through government systems and to claim benefits from contributory schemes. Registration systems also tend to be manual, slow, and often prone to errors.\(^8^6\)

Finally, the only social protection programmes with the capacity to scale up in response to crisis are those classified as relief and recovery. This in itself can undermine the ability of social protection programmes to provide effective support to chronically poor and vulnerable populations. The Social Protection sector is evolving, the safety net programmes’ movement has slowly shifted towards establishing predictable support to poor and vulnerable populations.

This has been, most notable in the steady expansion of social cash transfer programmes both in terms of geographic area and number of households covered. In the FY 2013/2014, budgetary allocation to vulnerable groups is set to double in increase coverage of programmes. Despite this trend safety nets remain dominated by relief and recovery programmes, particularly ad-hoc emergency food-based responses.

In 2010, an estimated 35% of all safety net beneficiaries were receiving support from the GFD programme.\(^8^7\) While there is a long history of providing such support to poor populations in Kenya, international evidence suggests that the use of such emergency programmes to respond to chronic poverty tends to be inefficient. That is, emergency support saves lives but rarely halts the downward spiral into destitution as livelihoods are continually eroded.

\(^8^6\) Ibid
\(^8^7\) “Legal and Policy Context of the Kenyan Social Security and Health Insurance System, with Specific Reference to Envisaged Interventions and Suggested Reforms,” International Institute for Social Law and Policy, Clarkson, Western Australia, 2011b
Additionally, despite increasing coverage and investments in safety nets, coverage of safety net programmes remains low in comparison to the population in need. Safety nets cover only a fraction of the poor population and the adequacy of support provided to households is questionable, food support is often subject to delays whereas cash transfers are rarely adjusted for inflation, household size or other factors. Furthermore, a key problem is that programmes run by different ministries are highly fragmented and uncoordinated not only are ministries not speaking to each other but also programmes from development partner run programmes leading to missed opportunities for efficiency gains. Safety net programmes in Kenya are currently comprised of over 19 programmes that tend to be small with a median size of 120,000 beneficiaries, with emerging geographic overlap, and are implemented by over a dozen different agencies. Another key challenge is the fact that the implementing capacity among various agencies is weak. The duplication of efforts and parallel implementation structures do not optimize existing limited implementation capacity or support a coherent approach to capacity building across the sector. Despite these initiatives, understanding of the sector has been incomplete because there has been lack of a comprehensive analysis of how social protection programmes are addressing the vulnerability of the population across the lifecycle, as existing reviews have been focusing on safety nets or contributory schemes and not the sector as a whole.

The policy context for Social Protection in Kenya is now changing for the better. This is in response to international calls for greater access to Social Protection for citizens, such as by the African Union, and the constitutional commitment to extend social security to all as articulated
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in the Bill of Rights (2010)\textsuperscript{90}. These trends have culminated in a National Social Protection Policy - 2012 (NSPP).

It proposes to extend social assistance to the various target populations, with the ultimate goal of providing universal access to the vulnerable throughout their lifecycle, and establish comprehensive social security arrangements that will extend legal coverage to all workers and their dependents, whether in the formal or informal sectors. To achieve the vision of NSPP in totality the following four principles need to be considered:\textsuperscript{91}

Define the appropriate programme mix within safety nets. To progressively realize the constitutional right to social assistance for those in need. An appropriate mix of programmes will need to be defined based on the country’s medium-term objectives and fiscal considerations. Because safety net programmes currently have a range of different objectives and information on their relative effectiveness and impact is generally limited, it is difficult to determine the exact form safety nets should presently take in Kenya.

Recognizing these limitations, certain parameters could guide the government’s strategy to progressively realize the right to social assistance. These are:\textsuperscript{92} progressively realizing access to safety nets for vulnerable groups; given current fiscal limitations, the government has had to adopt a strategy to allocate resources to sub-groups within the vulnerable population segment. For example, while the cost of extending safety net support to all households with children under 18 years of age would cost 8.25\% of GDP, refining the target group to only poor households with OVCs would reduce the cost to 0.39\% of GDP. A number of factors could be considered in
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this process, including the relative poverty rates among different vulnerable groups and the productive benefits of investing in children.\textsuperscript{93}

Improving the effectiveness of safety net support for households; while much more work is required to detail such a reform agenda, the government could take short-term measures that would improve the effectiveness of safety nets. One such measure may include building capacity of institutional frameworks as well as personnel to build on programmatic efficiencies.\textsuperscript{94} Improve co-ordination among safety net programmes to reduce fragmentation and duplication. In the short term, greater co-ordination is needed among social cash transfer programmes as the basis for the provision of predictable support to poor and vulnerable populations. This should consist of a nation-wide strategy to scale up the coverage of programmes to avoid duplication and gaps. This would then be followed by a set of actions to harmonize these programmes, including the adoption of a single registry, a common M&E framework, and sector-wide minimum standards for accountability.\textsuperscript{95}

In the longer term, the aim would be to consolidate the programmes into a national safety net programme that uses common systems and structures. The National Social Protection Policy (NSPP) proposes to establish the National Social Protection Council, which would coordinate and oversee the development, implementation, and integration of social protection strategies, programmes, and resources. A national safety net programme would support these objectives further by, for example, making better use of existing implementation capacity. It would also be well positioned to adopt and extend the best systems and procedure practices from the individual social cash transfer programmes across the country.

\textsuperscript{93} Ibid
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\textsuperscript{95} Ibid
Over time, these operational reforms could be extended to other safety net programmes. This consolidated approach could then be extended to respond to transitory needs by building the capacity to respond to crises into the national programme. Increase financing to safety nets in the face of a tight fiscal environment. Micro-simulations show that it is possible to progressively increase funding to safety nets in the current fiscal environment in order to achieve high rates of coverage among poor and vulnerable groups in the short to medium term. If economic growth continues at 6% per year, this will generate an estimated additional Kshs. 100 billion in annual government revenue. If 5% of these resources are allocated to social cash transfers, comprehensive coverage of poor households with members who are vulnerable could be achieved in nine years. In these scenarios, development partners’ funding will continue to be needed in the short to medium term. There may also be scope to improve the effectiveness of safety net programmes by reorienting financing from the GFD. While this would not increase the overall funding to the sector, it would create efficiencies and improve the impact of these resources on poverty and human development in Kenya. Finally, there is a need to secure financing to respond to transitory needs among the vulnerable but not yet poor populations that are exposed to shocks. International experience suggests that contingent financing, channelled through established safety net programmes, can be an effective response. This approach could be integrated, for example, into the National Contingency Fund. Expand contributory programme coverage to the non-formal sector and address problems of adequacy and financial sustainability. The NSSF and NHIF are the main vehicles to progress towards the Constitutional (2010) right to social insurance for all. These Funds are currently implementing a range of reforms that aim to improve their efficiency and effectiveness, while also extending coverage to the informal sector.
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For example, the reform of the NSSF into a pension fund will strengthen its ability to protect against poverty in old age. Reforms are similarly being considered to enable the realization of the country’s Social Protection and health care financing goals. This has potential implications for the NHIF, with a draft Health Care Financing Strategy proposing to transform this Fund into a social health insurance scheme. Within this context, the priority actions for the NSSF include increasing the contribution levels and extending coverage, particularly to the informal sector, while continuing to bring down overhead costs. With regards to the NHIF, while the ongoing dialogue on health care financing may reorient this Fund, in the short term, significant changes are required to better protect the population from health shocks, including addressing its longer-term fiscal sustainability, increasing membership, and enhancing benefits. Within these broad areas of reform, concerted action is required to expand coverage among informal sector works and the poorest populations in the country.98

The Kenya Social Protection Review is a first step at taking stock of Social Protection programmes based on the Social Protection Policy provisions. The policy attempts to capture all vulnerable groups and prescribes measure in which to address each group’s vulnerability. Although cash transfers are standard in the amount and fail to take cognisance of issues such as number vulnerable persons in the household. Progressive realisation speaks to imperfections of a system that is still being tweaked to get not only the right mix but also deliver on the efficiencies that it prescribes to alleviate poverty and improve human dignity. One thing that the Kenya government has to be credited with and more specifically the National Social Protection Secretariat is the conscious efforts to review programmes as a way to review progress as they chart a way forward.
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This is the first step in the longer-term agenda of moving towards an integrated social protection system. The review provides, for the first time, a benchmark for the Social Protection sector as a whole, comprehensively encompassing social assistance, social security, and health insurance. As a result, it has created a common platform by which stakeholders can consider progress within the sector and thereby engage in more meaningful discussion.

3.1.2 Uganda

Uganda which borders both Kenya and Tanzania has also instituted its own measures to address the needs of the vulnerable and marginalised in society. One such measure is social security which unfortunately has been dogged by inadequate knowledge of both formal and informal social security systems. Uganda has the most underdeveloped formal social security systems and the least documented non-formal social security systems of the countries in this study. Through the use of qualitative research methods, it was observed that communities are providing the most useful response to the rising risks and vulnerabilities posed by poverty, unemployment, emergencies and inevitable life-cycle factors. The following social security systems exist in Uganda: formal social security schemes targeting the employed, community groups that serve only group members, kinship-based solidarity groups that serve the extended family and village residents' mutual assistance groups, which are compulsory for all adults in the villages where they operate. These groups are currently the most widespread and effective of all, though they are plagued with poor management and a low capital base. The village-wide mutual assistance groups offer the potential for reaching most community members but operate in only one of the four districts visited.
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District Development Programmes offer a feasible entry point for beginning to address the lack of policy-led social security at community level.\textsuperscript{100} In recent years however, Uganda has made a great deal of progress in terms of analysing poverty, including implementing a highly influential Participatory Poverty Assessment to complement quantitative household surveys. Uganda has also compiled a Poverty Eradication Action Plan that has served as a model for Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers across the world.

Despite these innovative methodologies and strategy documents, certain gaps in understanding and strategising remain. On the analysis side, poverty in Uganda is understood in rather static terms, even though there are dynamic processes at work – such as HIV/AIDS, and conflict or insecurity – that are influencing poverty headcounts and trends to a highly significant degree.

This suggests the need for an analysis of vulnerability and risk to complement the standard quantitative and qualitative understanding of poverty in Uganda. From the perspective of planning for poverty reduction or eradication, the dynamic nature of vulnerability in the Ugandan context suggests a need for implementing basic social protection policies to protect the poor against the adverse economic and social consequences of this vulnerability. To date, much attention has focused on a set of conventional ‘vulnerable groups’ in Uganda, including orphans, people living with AIDS (PLWA), people with disabilities (PWD), internally displaced persons (IDP), widows and the elderly.

There are a large number of projects and programmes that provide vital assistance to these groups, but these interventions are patchy and uncoordinated, and are not located within a broader conceptual or policy framework for addressing the needs of Uganda’s vulnerable

\textsuperscript{100} \url{http://www.ajol.info/index.php/jsda/article/view/23841} last visited on 23\textsuperscript{rd} July 2013 African Journal of Social Work Vol.17(2) 2002: 159-180
groups.\textsuperscript{101} Uganda has borrowed a leaf from Kenya and has two limbs to the social protection structure a non-contributory and a contributory aspect. I will look at the most popular non-contributory programme and move to the contributory aspect.

3.1.2.1 The Social Assistance Grant for Empowerment (SAGE) Programme

In July 2010, the Ugandan Cabinet approved the implementation of the Expanding Social Protection (ESP) programme. During its initial five years, the programme will be supported by international partners, in particular DFID, Irish Aid and UNICEF, with an overall funding of £39 million has been agreed for the programme.\textsuperscript{102} The goal of the ESP programme is to “reduce chronic poverty and improve life chances for poor men, women and children in Uganda”. The purpose of the ESP programme is to “embed a national social protection system that benefits the poorest as a core element of Uganda’s national policy, planning and budgeting processes”. This is the closest to a Social Protection policy or structure that Uganda has. The programme comprises two main components; the first to develop and implement a national Social Protection vision and framework for Uganda, including strengthening the capacity of the Government of Uganda to deliver this framework. Secondly, to put in place a pilot social transfer programme, known as the Social Assistance Grants for Empowerment (SAGE) programme.

SAGE is a cash transfer specifically targeted at labour-constrained individuals and households that is people with increased vulnerability to poverty due to reduced ability to engage in productive activity. SAGE to pilot two targeting mechanisms:

1. Vulnerable Family Support Grant (VFSG) – measure of household labour constraint

\textsuperscript{102} Evaluation of the Uganda Social Assistance Grants For Empowerment (SAGE) Programme, Oxford Policy Management, 8th February 2012
2. Senior Citizens Grant (SCG) – those aged 65 years and above

SAGE pilot covers fourteen (14) districts across the four (4) country sub-regions. Areas were chosen according to an index based on share of specific demographic groups (children, elderly, OVCs) as well as on a health and education criteria. The programme aims to reach 600,000 people in 95,000 households during the pilot phase (Apr 2011 – Feb 2015), this is approximately 15% of households in the pilot districts. A cash payment of UGX 23,000 per month will be paid out, linked to inflation and calculated as the amount necessary to increase the consumption expenditure of the average household in the lowest decile to that of the 11th percentile. Payments will be delivered using Mobile Money and managed by MTN mobile provider.

SAGE is led by the Ministry of Gender Labour and Social Development. It reports to a multi-institutional Steering committee comprising the ministries of Finance, Local Government, Health, Education, the Office of the Prime Minister, the National Planning Authority and development partners.

3.1.2.2 National Social Security Fund and Public Pension Scheme

The biggest formal social security schemes are the National Social Security Fund (NSSF) and the Public Service Pension Scheme (PSPS) which provide coverage for no more than 6% of the working population. The NSSF a contributory scheme covers about 300,000 employees in the formal private sector while the PSPS is tax financed and covers about 260,000 government employees. Both provide old age, disability and survivors’ benefits. There are plans to introduce medical insurance for both groups of workers in the near future, a lead that is being borrowed from Kenya’s NHIF.

---
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For the majority (95%) and most vulnerable of workers in the informal sector-small scale trade and agriculture, there are no formal mechanisms to save for a rainy day other than the informal community groups. As a result, people in these sectors work till they drop and most of them end up destitute in old age or physical disability. The situation is even worse in the case of death of a breadwinner. Most children from such families drop out of school perpetuating a vicious cycle of poverty and underdevelopment.

3.1.2.3 An Assessment of Social Security in Uganda

To interrogate the Social Security system, the challenges being faced form one basis of entry as it presents a case for the gaps and how reforms can be structured. To begin with, the social security system’s coverage is greatly limited in terms of actual numbers of beneficiaries. Over 95% of the most vulnerable active labour force and their families in the informal sector have no form of social security coverage.\(^\text{104}\) The level of protection available for members of NSSF and the PSPS is inadequate; only old age, death and disability risks are covered.\(^\text{105}\)

The current form of cover offered under the NSSF provident scheme does not insure the member and the beneficiary against the financial risks in the market and guarantee a regular income upon retirement. Plans dating back to 2001 to introduce medical insurance are yet to be implemented and the pensions sector is facing an impending liberalisation which is meant to address the necessary reforms that will galvanise the sector.


The informal sector poses a unique challenge for the extension of social security. The relative lack of an organised platform to address issues for workers in this sector fuels their further exclusion and lack of voice in policy debate. It has been previously assumed that by providing incentives and facilities like feeder roads to farmers and small scale traders, that they would automatically transform their lives out of poverty and vulnerability. Unfortunately, the reality is that the market is a terrible mechanism when it comes to addressing social imbalances. There is therefore a clear need for social security reform that starts with defining the strategic direction that the country needs to take. In view of the high level of poverty and vulnerability across the country, government and all stakeholders, employers and the public need to rally around a common position to extend social security coverage and enhance the adequacy and relevance of benefits. The reforms that are needed entail building consensus on the form and timing of liberalisation, the development of a more inclusive social security regime including social health insurance and improving the governance of social security through strengthening the governance and regulatory environment. It is possible to pursue a rights based approach to social security and protect all citizens. The efforts of the Ministry of Gender Labour and Social development to pilot test a cash grants system for the most vulnerable is a step in the right direction. Labour unions need to engage members and reach out to all workers and forge a common position on the form of social security governance and reform. All ingredients for a robust social security system are in place. In the same spirit it is worth noting that the Ugandan Constitution has provisions with respect to social security and social protection found in both the National Objectives and Directive Principles of State Policy as well as in the main substantive part of the Constitution.  

Uganda has steadily grown above 6% annually over the past several years. There are calls for a more responsive social security system by all workers; and the government is keen on reforming the social security sector. The search for an enhanced social security system at this point is not farfetched.

3.1.3 Tanzania

Tanzania, like many other countries in the developing world has had strong informal and traditional social security systems built on family and/or community support. The social security system in Tanzania has the following key elements:

1) Social assistance schemes which are non-contributory and income-tested, and provided by the state to groups such as people with disabilities, older persons and unsupported parents and children who are unable to provide for their own minimum needs. In Tanzania social assistance also covers social relief, which is a short term measure to tide people over a particular individual or community crisis;

2) Mandatory schemes, these are remittances workers make through the employers to pension or provident funds, employers also contribute to these funds;

3) Private savings, where people voluntarily save for retirement, working capital and insure themselves against events such as disability and loss of income and meet other social needs.

---

Currently, there are five major formal institutions that provide social security protection in Tanzania. These are the National Social Security Fund (NSSF) offering social security coverage to employees of the private sector and non-pensionable parastatal and government employees, the Public Service Pension Fund (PSPF) providing social security protection to employees of central Government under pensionable terms, Parastatal Pension Fund (PPF) offering social security coverage to employees of both private and parastatal organizations, the Local Authorities Provident Fund (LAPF) offering social security coverage to employees of the Local Government and the National Health Insurance Fund (NHIF) offering health insurance coverage to pensionable employees of central government. The formal social security total coverage in Tanzania is about 871,000 members distributed as 363,000 for NSSF, 193,000 for PSPF, 180,000 for NHIF, 90,000 for PPF and 45,000 for LAPF. This represents about 85% of the persons employed in the formal employment sector.

3.1.3.1 Assessment of Social Security in Tanzania

A broad overview of Tanzania’s Conventional Social Security programmes reveal that these cover a relatively limited proportion of the population and have not reached the urban and rural poor. They do not provide adequate Social Protection to members, thus leaving members exposed to various risks. The poor rely on non-conventional social security programmes which serve them but only inadequately. This is exacerbated by the erosion of traditional social security practices as a result of increasing urbanization and the process of globalization as the extended family system breaks down and as population pressure impinges on traditional use of common property.

There is therefore a need to understand the social security needs of different categories of poor people in Tanzania, the sources and types of risks confronting them and the different arrangements and strategies (informal, market-based and public) for risk reduction, mitigation and coping. In order to have a real picture of the inequities in the distribution of resources and incomes in contemporary Tanzania, we must understand the extent of redistribution across generations and within a generation in both conventional and non-conventional social security schemes and programmes.

3.2 Regional Social Protection Policies and Instruments

The East African Community is set up by the Treaty for the establishment of the EAC 1999. In Article 120 of the treaty, social security and social protection are visualised as social welfare rather than as rights. The Partner States undertake to cooperate with respect to;

a) Employment, poverty alleviation programmes and working conditions;

b) Vocational training and the eradication of adult illiteracy in the Community;

c) The development and adoption of a common approach towards disadvantaged and marginalized groups, including children, the youth, the elderly and persons with disabilities through rehabilitation and provision of among others, foster homes, health care, education and training”.

When the EAC Protocol on the Common Market (2010) was drafted, it also did not envision social security as a right.

---

The protocol recognises the need for Partner States to “coordinate and harmonise their social policies to promote and protect decent work and improve the living conditions of the citizens … for the development of the Common Market” (Article 39 (1)).

Members also agreed to coordinate and harmonise their social policies relating to, *inter alia*: good governance, the rule of law and social justice, promotion and protection of human and peoples’ rights, and the promotion and protection of the rights of marginalized and vulnerable groups. In this regard, they agreed to undertake to implement programmes to: promote employment creation, strengthen labour laws and improve working conditions, eliminate compulsory and forced labour, promote occupational safety and health at work places, abolish child labour in particular the worst forms of child labour, expand and improve social protection, promote the rights of persons with disabilities.

This forms the contextual background of the EAC member states interaction not only with each other but more so in matters of human security and by extension therefore Social Protection. The provisions are necessary in so far as they set out provisions that guide the interactions of member states and also for the promotion of Social Protection albeit as a welfare component.

### 3.3 EAC Strategic Plan for Gender, Youth, Children, Social Protection and Community Development

This document is designed to cover the period 2011 to 2015 and has four (4) distinct components; Gender and Women in Socio- Economic Development, Children, Youth, Social Protection and Community Development. The Strategic Plan outlines broad Strategic

---
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objectives of each of the above components in the community as well as the specific targets to be achieved during the period. This strategic plan is a summation of a number of contributions at various levels. There were notable key milestones in its development that are highlighted below:

- Meeting for the Council of Ministers which adopted the Gender and Community Development Framework and directed the Secretariat to convene a meeting of Experts in order to formulate a Strategic Plan and develop implementation guidelines to operationalise the Framework
- Two meetings of Gender and Community Development Experts at Kibo Palace in Arusha from the 10\textsuperscript{th} to 13\textsuperscript{th} March, 2009 and from 16\textsuperscript{th} to 17\textsuperscript{th} September, 2009
- The first and second Meeting of the Forum of Ministers responsible for Social Development which took place in Kigali, Rwanda from 15\textsuperscript{th} to 19\textsuperscript{th} September, 2008 and Bujumbura, Burundi, from 2nd to 7th October, 2009.\textsuperscript{112}

The bringing together high level ranking officials of government ensured that the Strategic Plan received the needed political support especially in the adoption of the strategy. It is critical to note that because Social Protection, in Kenya for instance, was housed under the Ministry for Gender, Children and Social Development, discourse on gender did not leave out Social Protection considerations and instead enriched the strategy dialogue given the holistic approach of Social protection, to human security in general. The meeting to set out clear guidelines on the implementation of the strategy is one that can be lauded as going beyond rhetoric to operationalise a much needed tool. Unfortunately, in the absence of a regional (EAC) policy, the strategic plan provides a most welcome substitute as the trudge towards institutionalising Social Protection is concern.

\textsuperscript{112} Ibid
The Purpose of the Strategic Plan;

This is the first Strategic plan being developed at the regional level, designed to meet the following objectives: to identify and detail specific areas for intervention, to lay out key issues and challenges that need to be addressed and to set priorities for action by policy makers and other key Stakeholders.

The key issues that are targeted to be addressed in the Strategic Plan include;

i. Gender

Gender continues to be a mainstay of contemporary politics because of the conflict between modernisation and cultural orientation. This although a simplistic view captures a key psychosocial construct of contemporary ideology of the social and very well mental attribution of roles for either sex, based on prescribed gender roles that are deemed norm by society.

Gender and specifically women roles have become critical in discourse of welfare and socio-economic opportunity. In this light dialogue around gender has become a deliberate effort of both policy and practice (daily living).

The EAC has been seen as still lagging behind because of problems specific to women in the different contexts. One such problem is Gender-Based Violence (GBV) which is still a big problem with regard to insufficient legislation that provides a framework to deal with it. The experts in the regions and the Council of Ministers proposed recommendations for key action including to\textsuperscript{113}:

a) Provide an enabling policy and legislative framework for gender equality and equity

\textsuperscript{113} EAC Strategic Plan for Gender, Youth, Children, Social Protection and Community Development 2011-2015
EAC Secretariat Arusha, Tanzania November, 2010
b) Facilitate gender mainstreaming in national development processes in member states for
gender equality and women empowerment

c) Facilitate increased budgetary allocation to national machinery in member states and
strengthen national capacities in gender mainstreaming

d) To facilitate collection and utilization of sex/gender desegregated data in member states

e) To provide enabling mechanisms to address gender based violence in all situations.

ii. Youth

The definition of youth still poses a problem of clarity (young people, children, teenagers). This
has affected programme interventions specific for clearly defined target groups (age-specific).
Notwithstanding, the main framework proposes to\textsuperscript{114}:

a) Harmonise youth policies through the ratification and implementation of the African
Youth Charter

b) Develop a comprehensive, coherent and harmonized regional youth policy that also
provides a binding framework for effective implementation, monitoring and evaluation of
youth programmes and projects.

c) Prioritise the issue of high levels of youth unemployment and underemployment in
national development programmes complemented by clear programmes to address
unemployment, and with specific provisions for youth with disabilities to ensure that they
have equal access to opportunities;

\textsuperscript{114} Ibid
iii. Children;

Given that in the five member states, children constitute the majority in terms of population numbers, one cannot discount their special (specific) needs that have in many cases not been adequately addressed. Children are therefore exposed to many development challenges, including lack of adequate food, health and education. In addition, children are faced with abuse, violence, exploitation and sexual abuse, trafficking and child labour. Disabled children are the most affected by the foregoing challenges. In view of the above, recommendations were proposed to address these specific and peculiar challenges that children face. It is worth observing that the policy is not read in isolation but together with other policies which touch the crosscutting nature of children’s issues, some of the recommendations include to\(^{115}\):

- Develop a comprehensive, coherent and harmonized regional policy on children to promote children’s rights among partner states
- Provide protection to children in conflict situations, orphans, vulnerable and street children; including protection and rehabilitation to children in conflict with the law

\(^{115}\) Ibid
• Provide social security to vulnerable children and adolescents including those with disabilities to ensure food security, clothing, housing and other basic needs;

iv. Social Protection;

The region was found to have very poor social protection policies and therefore implementation of programmes was also poor. Kenya was observed to have made considerable strides in the area of cash transfers and is to be considered as a model of best practice to be emulated during the strategic plan period. Other areas for consideration are to\textsuperscript{116}:

• Fully implement the key tenets of the 2002 African Union’s Policy Framework and Plan of Action on Ageing;

• Implement other international instruments that deal with the issues of ageing and older persons, the 1991 UN Principles for Older Persons, the 1992 UN Proclamation on Ageing, and the 2002 Madrid International Plan of Action on Ageing;

• Promote the rights of older persons and enact national laws to include these rights and adopt innovative policies and programmes to mainstream the issue of older persons in Ministries and Organisations;

• Support older persons by effectively addressing their needs through specific programmes that are incorporated into national development plans and strategies including social protection;

\textsuperscript{116} Ibid
v. Community Development

Community Development seeks to empower individuals and groups of people, by providing them with the skills they need to affect change in their own communities. It involves changing the relationships between ordinary people and people in positions of power, so that everyone can take part in the issues that affect their lives. This plan seeks to enhance communities participation by enabling them identify and develop sustainable and inclusive solutions to their social development challenges\(^{117}\).

**Key actions will include;**

- Develop a legislative framework (laws, policies and guidelines) for Community Development within partner states
- Identify institutional bottlenecks that infringe on the rights of the poor and marginalized to access social services and empower them to participate in Community Development
- Develop a capacity building programme for Community Development and engage more community development officers
- Set up a monitoring and evaluation framework for Community Development
- Strengthen strategic linkages with private sector, Civil Society Organizations (CSO) and Faith Based Organisations (FBO) to deliver social services.

\(^{117}\) Ibid
3.4 **African Union Social Policy Framework (AU SPF)**

The African Union (AU) as the premier institution articulating African issues would have been far from relevant were it to ignore issues on poverty and vulnerability on the continent. It recognised the need for a social policy for Africa and therefore worked on a framework that embodied the aspirations and hopes of an African continent for the current and future generations.

The AU Commission’s (AUC) programme on Social Development seeks to promote human rights and dignity. The programme looks at: health and endemic diseases; migration; population; reproductive health and rights; culture; sport; social welfare and protection of vulnerable groups including children, people with disabilities, the older persons; the family; gender equality; education; and human resource development, amongst others as its delves into a human-centred approach to socio-economic development. This approach seeks to engrain a holistic approach to development while addressing intra-and inter-sectoral coordination of the social sector widely criticised for duplication across the continent (in-country programmes). People are regarded as the drivers and the beneficiaries of sustainable development and, in this regard, special attention is given to marginalized and disadvantaged groups and communities. A continental social policy framework will therefore works towards an aggregate value of poverty alleviation and an improved quality of life of the African\(^\text{118}\).

During the first session of the African Union (AU) Conference of Ministers of Social Development, ministers adopted the Social Policy Framework (SPF). The document was later ratified by African Heads of Government in January 2009.\textsuperscript{119} It sets out a vision for African societies based on social solidarity, equity of choice, and freedom from discrimination and poverty. In doing this, it treats social policy as a subordinate to economic policy, but recognises the importance of social development both as a goal in its own right, and as a means of creating the conditions for sustainable and inclusive growth.

Social Protection is recognised as one of the key pillars for Social Development a realisation made by member states of the AU in Ougadougou in 2004 and subsequently informed both the Yaoundé and Livingstone Call for Action. The policy under item 31 recognised that: "Investment in and access to social protection is still low in many countries…” and it continues on to prescribe that, “Social protection and social security will be built gradually, based on comprehensive longer-term national social protection action plans”\textsuperscript{120}. The same article goes on to make very specific recommendations on measures to be taken in respect of building a robust Social Protection system by countries\textsuperscript{121}:

- Extending existing social insurance schemes (providing subsidies for those that cannot contribute)
- Building up community-based or occupation-based insurance schemes on a voluntary basis providing
- Social welfare services
- Employment guarantee schemes

\textsuperscript{119} Ibid
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\textsuperscript{121} Ibid
• Introducing and extending publicly financed non-contributory cash transfer schemes.

In terms of social transfers, the AU SPF makes a recommendation that African countries should "Ensure relevant social protection, including income transfers, to support the poorest families in their efforts to mitigate the economic and social impacts... on the most vulnerable such as the elderly, children and the sick".  

A key recommendation that is arguably the genesis of the ILO SPF is the notion of a basic minimum standard that needs to be established by member states. This provision embodies the contemporary discourse on Social Protection not just from a formal sector employees perspective, but also for those who are considered to be vulnerable and are at the risk of falling below minimum thresholds prescribed necessary for preserving human dignity and for survival. The AU SPF prescribes this as:

"A minimum package can have a significant impact on poverty alleviation, improvement of living standards, reduction of inequalities and promotion of economic growth and has been shown to be affordable, even in low-income countries, within existing resources, if properly managed.”

The Second Session of the Conference of the AU Ministers in charge of Social Development held in Khartoum, Sudan, in November 2010 focused on strengthening the Implementation Strategy of the AU SPF. The role envisioned for the AU Commission on Social Development was that of supporting knowledge development, capacity building and lesson learning for member states.

---
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This provision is critical for not only documenting best practice which can then be replicated but it avoided the issue of reinventing the wheel. Lessons learned and especially mistakes could be avoided from state to state.

The main purpose of the AU SPF is to provide an overarching policy structure/framework for AU Member States to assist them formulate individual national social policies that promote human empowerment and development. The AU SPF moves away from treating social development as subordinate to economic growth but rather a compliment of economic strategies for poverty alleviation justifying social development as a goal in its own right. This is not to down play the role of economic growth, which is a necessary prerequisite for the roll out of Social Protection, but it addresses issues of social justice and equality that are not addressed purely by economic growth.

3.5 International Labour-Organization Social Protection Floor (ILO SPF)

The Social Protection Floor can be described as a socio-economic development policy concept and a crisis management tool. The provisions of the ILO SPF promote for the solid foundation for economic growth, a societal insurance against perpetuating poverty and mitigation measures against the effects of economic shocks and crisis. The ILO SPF is anchored in international provisions; the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and the International Labour Organization Conventions, recognize essential social rights which have been used as the legal basis to support Social
Protection. The Social Protection Floor encourages countries to aim towards a universal standard of coverage although skewed towards workers\textsuperscript{124}.

A brilliant conception around the ILO SPF was the recognition of the contextual realities of each country, which differs in terms of institutional capacity, political ideologies, financial resources, economic structure and cultural values. Therefore every floor is supposed to be defined by each individual country. Building from past Social Protection programs, the ILO SPF promotes a more coordinated design and implementation of social and labour policies. This is so because it enables a country guarantee a defined basic set of social rights, services and facilities that every individual should enjoy. This can be granted through: cash transfers such as a social pension, conditional cash transfers, universal access to health care services, food-based programs, as well as food stamps, vouchers and coupons, school supplies and uniforms, vocational and training programs for the unemployed, price subsidies for food, electricity, housing, or other public service; and other programs\textsuperscript{125}.

To ensure continuity and sustainability of the ILO SPF it is recommended that national strategies build on pre-existing social protection mechanisms and include a mix of contributory and non-contributory, targeted and universal, public and private instruments – depending on the social, economic and political context. It is also very interesting to note the fact that under the basic provisions the “other” provides for that very mix that accommodates country context and specific programming to cater to the uniqueness of country specific issues. The reiteration on the country context moves away from programmes and strategies that have been criticised over years.


\textsuperscript{125} Ibid
as having been transposed and imposed on countries of the South which then collapse because they fail to consider what can be termed as “indigenous knowledge and input”\textsuperscript{126}.

Countries are also encouraged to develop higher levels of Social Protection in line with their needs, preferences, and financial capacities\textsuperscript{127}. A global coalition of United Nations agencies, international NGOs, development banks, bilateral organization and other development partners, have come together to form the Social Protection Floor - Initiative Coalition (SPF-I Coalition). This Coalition has been created to support countries with the establishment, expansion and edification of their national Social Protection floors, in line with MDG 8 which speaks to Global partnership\textsuperscript{128}.

The ILO strategy on the extension of Social Protection is based on the two-dimensional strategy adopted by the 100th Session of the International Labour Conference in 2011. This two dimensional approach aims at the rapid implementation of national Social Protection floors containing basic social security guarantees that ensure universal access to essential health care and income security at a nationally defined minimum level (horizontal dimension).

This is in line with the Social Protection Floors Recommendation, 2012 (No. 202), and the progressive achievement of higher levels of protection (vertical dimension) within comprehensive social security systems according to the Social Security (Minimum Standards) Convention, 1952 (No. 102). The floors can be looked at as nationally-defined sets of basic social security guarantees which secure protection aimed at preventing or alleviating poverty, vulnerability and social exclusion. These guarantees should ensure at a minimum that, over the life cycle, all in need have access to essential health care and basic income security.

\textsuperscript{126} Ibid
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National Social Protection floors should comprise at least the following four social security guarantees, as defined at the national level\textsuperscript{129}:

1. Access to essential health care, including maternity care;

2. Basic income security for children, providing access to nutrition, education, care and any other necessary goods and services;

3. Basic income security for persons in active age who are unable to earn sufficient income, in particular in cases of sickness, unemployment, maternity and disability;

4. Basic income security for older persons. Such guarantees should be provided to all residents and all children, as defined in national laws and regulations, and subject to existing international obligations.

The World Bank Africa Strategy on Social Protection is deliberately not addressed in this paper because country specific papers on Economic Recovery and Poverty Eradication are designed around World Bank provisions. These incorporate Social Protection financing provisions which speak to international norms and practices. This is also the same reason the UNICEF thrust on Social protection is not addressed because it is skewed towards the rights of children as is the FAO thrust which pushes towards food security and so on. These approaches have a narrow view of the topic and it is for this reason that the ILO SPF is looked at as a general summary of the different positions adopted by development partners.

\textsuperscript{129} Ibid
3.6 Social Protection Provisions

The policies and frameworks outlaid by the different countries prescribe the current progress in Social protection. It is evident that continued investment in Social Protection speaks to the very fact that it is now accepted and considered an integral cog in poverty alleviation strategy. Kenya which has the widest range of programmes comes out clearly as a trend setter and leader in Social protection in the region but it is also important to note that each of the three countries has shown considerable growth and commitment in investing in country specific programmes based on resource endowment and contextual realities. A key factor for consideration is the fact that regional and international frameworks ensured that overarching frameworks and guidelines are in place to ensure that the countries do not reinvent the wheel. Debate on policy and structure has ensued in the countries with a clear realisation of the need for policy and programmatic coherence. Secondly, a push for inclusion for both contributory and non-contributory individuals is key on the agenda both for purposes of sustainability and ensuring inclusion. In addition, the rights approach and debate over sustainability is recognised as important for the sake of guaranteeing a minimum standard that affords a decent and dignified standard of living.

Both governments and non-state actors are in consensus on collaboration among stakeholders as a key way in ensuring that entitlements are passed on to beneficiaries. Collaboration also speaks to inclusivity of citizenry and state where space is afforded to citizens to participate in the design, development and implementation of programmes.
CHAPTER FOUR

CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS IN THE APPLICATION OF SOCIAL PROTECTION POLICIES AND INSTRUMENTS

4.1 Analysis on the Findings

This chapter will look at the findings from Chapter 3 and analyse it to take stock of the incidences of policy convergence and where there is a lacunae it will attempt to provide recommendations on the findings.

The East African region is no different from any country in Africa as far as poverty and the challenges of instituting programmes to address vulnerability and marginalisation are concerned. It is more important to look at the steps that different RECs have taken to support member states in addressing common problems. Poverty is one such problem because it is seemingly perpetual and has persisted through decades. Efforts by regional level bodies have been complemented by international organs whose provisions cannot be looked at in isolation or ignored but rather through the lens that interconnects global issues with national realities.

The EAC is no exception to this reality on country contexts versus regional and global contexts; a key consideration under the ILO SPF\textsuperscript{130} context specific approaches to Social Protection. Unfortunately, as the tale of the African continent is told through generations, African priorities have taken a back seat. Tales of corruption, disease and mismanagement of public funds that dogged the African’s reputation have led to hypothesis being generated to rationalise the need to develop guiding frameworks for African governments. This is coupled by slow economic growth
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and population explosions that have near handicapped governments forcing them to bow to the whims of the development agencies that support national budgets and development projects.

The EAC Strategy on Social Protection is informed by only one country policy which is the Kenya Social Protection Policy[^131]. This document reads as a comprehensive strategy to address the needs of vulnerable communities taking into consideration national specific contexts in the design and implementation of programmes. The Kenya strategy in particular does well to distinguish the areas of coverage without limiting its scope and reach with respect to which groups are covered. Generally, programmes such as the Urban Food Subsidy programme looks at the increasing expansion of urban areas and populations, and seeks to engage a very real and emerging threat of East African countries where the rural-urban migration is forcing governments to push for decentralisation of government functions and for increased investment in rural areas[^132]. The incidence of similarity between Tanzania and Kenya for instance in terms of programming underscores the value of dignified living for vulnerable populations that fall further into poverty without deliberate efforts to lift them from their current status which should have otherwise been addressed by GDP growth. The Ugandans, who are seemingly being left behind, bring to the table a concise strategy to expand the reach of Social Protection. The Expanding Social Protection programme speaks to a deliberate effort by government to increase both budgetary allocation and coverage of programmes. This long-term commitment by government for both funding and increasing the number beneficiaries addresses a critical element in Social Protection, which is buy-in by the political class. Buy-in ensures that programmes can have better planning and strategisation which leads to more robust programmes which can

[^131]: EAC Strategic Plan for Gender, Youth, Children, Social Protection and Community Development 2011-2015, EAC Secretariat Arusha, Tanzania, November 2010
inevitably grow through adoption of systems, capacity building and employing of best practices. The World Bank in particular is keen on establishing long-term relationships with states even though as bi-lateral agreements through its value for results programme.

In this case, Kenya has an agreement with the Bank to establish systems for Social Protection based on agreed upon long-term strategies that grow over a given period of time, the National Safety Nets Programme\textsuperscript{133} which brings together the five (5) cash transfer programmes is another brilliant example of this long-term planning. Interestingly, the government is required to spend its own money and upon demonstration of certain results then does it receive funds which are equated to value of investment. A controversial approach that may plunge states into large public debt if monies are not refunded but a good way of ensuring that monies are spent on viable projects and not white elephants. The idea of establishing a single registry goes a long way in ensuring that programmes speak to each other and therefore beneficiaries accrue benefits from different programmes. A key step the Kenyan government has taken with respect to ensuring that at any one time a beneficiary’s profile is known to them to avoid multiple registration increasing number of beneficiaries as well as ensuring that graduation mechanisms can easily be instituted and monitored. The crucial notion of Social protection is in the portability of benefits across borders especially those from Social Assistance programmes.

The AU SPF and the ILO SPF provide an overarching structure which countries can read together with national plans and strategies. Unfortunately, the two protocols mentioned in the document speak to CSO lobbying that pushes for the inclusion of agendas that are programme specific and not comprehensive. In addition, the Strategy in its totality comes to question as it

looks at too many broad issues, lumping them under one instead of looking at them individually and in-depth or at the very least clustering issues together to push for more synergy in approach.

It is for this reason that older persons protocols are extensively mentioned to inform the strategy of the EAC because of the fear of being left out in the implementation of the strategy. This thinking encapsulates the prioritisation of issues as well as resource allocation. Suffice it to say that there is no stand alone policy or implementation strategy on Social Protection, which spells double trouble in respect to both allocation and prioritisation even though countries at the national levels are taking to it at an individual basis. As the thinking on Social Protection evolves and changes, it is evident that the yester-years preoccupations of African heads of state and political parties still relegate Social Protection to the periphery of economic and budgetary allocations especially as a regional priority. However, the clash between instituting Social Protection and the need to address structural poverty and inequality, is being played out in ministries of finance that can no longer ignore the impact of Social Protection programmes that are affording dignity to the most vulnerable. These programmes are seen as needing to speak to each other; it is more prudent to employ agricultural extension services to farmers who can then be directly linked to public works (for instance building a road) programmes that provide requisite infrastructure to make the agricultural engagements commercially viable and sustainable. This thinking however hits a bottle neck as it escalates to the regional level where after strategies are undertaken they lose momentum because they have moved to a regional consideration. An interesting phenomenon that can be explained by the supposition that states do not feel responsible for the entire region but only for the segments that are nationally patriotic. A

---

134 EAC Strategic Plan for Gender, Youth, Children, Social Protection and Community Development 2011-2015, EAC Secretariat Arusha, Tanzania, November 2010
realist model that speaks to a state only entering into an alliance as long as its national interests are being met cannot be ignored with regards to the motives behind regional integration.

This can go along to explain the EAC failure to achieve the Charter’s objective of monetary union and possibly that of a political federation in the coming years. When we look at Kenyan Social Protection programmes as the most evolved out of the other programmes in the region, the model to be replicated as it were, one needs recognise the importance of having a comprehensive approach to Social Protection. There is need for a tiered approach that looks at the distinctions appreciated by all the countries which are certainly in order, this is the distinction between contributory and non-contributory programmes\textsuperscript{135}.

In Kenya’s case the three components of Social Protection: Social Security, Social Insurance and Social Assistance\textsuperscript{136} encompass the two. It is however clear that the only structured programme across the three countries is that of Social Security. Social insurance is plagued by the high cost of expanding reach and coverage especially to non-contributors, whereas, the social assistance component becomes too specific to country context. Therefore if one were to begin to address the concept of portability of benefits it would be virtually impossible to link social assistance benefits in Kenya and those in Uganda. In essence one would get caught up in debates of value and who is to administer or shoulder the burden of cost for effecting the right. Administrative and structural concerns will also dog the debate given that the push would have to look at linking


\textsuperscript{136} Kenya Social Protection Policy - 2012
programmes specific to individual needs such as those pertaining to migrants working in the informal sector as well as groups of disadvantaged persons\textsuperscript{137}.

The AU SPF and the ILO SPF provide critical overarching frameworks that address the specific vulnerabilities of critical populations. It is for this reason that the document (EAC Social Protection Plan) assumes responsibility over other groups that need to be mentioned specifically. This need arises because of the older persons protocols mentioned as guide in the Plan\textsuperscript{138}. The AU SPF and the ILO SPF, provide the best thrust for the region in terms of addressing SP from the critical and controversial stance of a basic minimum set of provisions for an individual. Although, the AU SPF nurtured the original notion, the ILO SPF talked about it in more explicit terms with regards to embedding a rights component to the thinking. This rights based approach guarantees these fundamental entitlements to vulnerable and marginalised groups\textsuperscript{139}. This also means that government has an obligation conferred on it to fulfil a basic standard of living to its citizens without which it compromises the social contract between the two.

The AU SPF and the ILO SPF addresses a wider range of benefits for different groups considered vulnerable ensuring that life is dignified, both look at the larger issue of bringing informal sector workers within the purview of Social Protection entitlements. A key strategy that recognises the vastness of the informal sector and therefore it’s susceptibility to risks and shocks and subsequently their ability to cope with stresses.

\textsuperscript{138} EAC Strategic Plan for Gender, Youth, Children, Social Protection and Community Development 2011-2015, EAC Secretariat Arusha, Tanzania, November 2010
Looking back at the EAC Strategy we can appreciate the valiant attempt to address the needs of vulnerable groups but the Strategy unfortunately has to contend with prioritisation issues which cannot be dictated by specific lobby groups which do not embrace a comprehensive conceptualisation of who is vulnerable.

In any case the question here is “is there a group more vulnerable than another” and if so then every group has a right to advance its cause with its best foot forward. With this thinking though, one would wonder what would happen to a group that is disadvantaged in terms of resource endowment and cannot leverage a strong position to articulate issues peculiar to that vulnerable group? This thinking speaks to the inclusion of all vulnerable groups in policy and legislation.

4.2 Recommendations on Findings

A key concern with the region is whether states will look beyond their national interests and give a voice to regional priorities. Social development in the face of globalisation is not a single country issue, but spills across borders and the interconnectivity and movement of persons makes it a regional issue. It is this facilitation of movement and communications that makes the issue of portability of benefits pertinent. It should be noted that the fact that there is only a strategy and not a policy for the region speaks to two realities.

The first is the fact that consensus on SP is difficult to arrive at because government is sceptical of affording rights that it cannot deliver on especially if based on a set of basic minimums. Secondly, the development of a regional policy means that the implementation burden needs to fall on an institution that will be mandated to implement the policy. The AU SPF despite its

---

great provisions has been criticised because it does not have an implementation mechanism. The age old adage that great policies live on African shelves is being epitomised by this incidence of lack of implementation. However, the question of implementation is critical in terms of who operationalises the policy.

The who question might perhaps be the real reason towards a slag in regional integration because states perceive any control exerted by one country and a question of ceding one’s sovereignty, and it might as well be, but state pride and/or grand standing means that no state is willing to take the initial plunge.

If the issue is looked at in more practical terms, one can appreciate the fact that portability has to be based on or at least started from a structural perspective. This structure cannot be context based, in respect to nation states but rather regional based. The issue of structure in the EAC will be looked purely from a contributory stand point where one can essentially claim benefits based on a contribution made lessening the initial burden of states in terms of cost implication; this are the programmatic costs as compared to the administrative costs. The social security programmes in all three countries are governed by law and seem to have a high level of structural competency as compared to the social insurance or social assistance components of Social Protection.

This is the only programme in the near future that can be upscaled and made into a regional programme by setting up an organ of the EAC under specific legislation and mandate to ensure that it collects, manages and disburses funds to contributors. This organ of the EAC should only be political as far as legislation is being enacted pursuant to its establishment and all member countries domesticating a corresponding law in their respective countries. Secondly, the organ on Social Security should set a minimum contribution level that can be negotiated by the member
countries reflective of the regional dynamics. This can either be a fixed amount that all individuals can pay across the board or on pro-rata basis based on country realities for instance Kenyans would be in a position to pay a higher premium than their Ugandan counterparts because of Kenya’s relatively bigger economy, purchasing power and currency value.

In the former, benefits would be equivalent to contribution whereas the latter would look at country of residence while receiving benefits. Now this should cater for cross border benefits. Kenyans living in Tanzania will receive a Tanzanian rate of benefits while Tanzanians in Kenya receive a Kenyan rate. The system of check-off balances the equation and discourages unnecessary duping of the system where one moves from say Tanzania to Kenya to receive benefits and crosses over to enjoy. This can be guaranteed through establishing a minimum number of years one has to have lived in country ‘X’ and continues to live in country ‘Y’ before the portability of such benefits can be effected. A clause can be introduced to ensure that a minimum period of stay is employed to restrict fraud. States will no doubt relinquish the control of Social Security without a fight, the regional Social Security scheme can run parallel to national systems and made optional/voluntary for anyone wishing to enrol, beneficiaries who wish to contribute to both or either should be allowed to do so without discrimination.

The regional system can be interlinked with national policies to avoid double payments and rather have sums increased for those making “double payments” as it were. This means that the region will no doubt have to think around establishing a single registry for the region. Registration of persons therefore becomes imperative as the regional organ needs to keep track of populations that are migrating from country to another141. Unfortunately, initial structural and

capacity needs, have to go into the set up, countries would have to make a collective decision to prioritise the area and fund the setting up of the institution. This will of course follow a feasibility and S.W.O.T. analysis of the possibility of setting up the organ.

There should be funds which should be set aside for the organ to cater for the uptake period of the programme with greater incentives on return for those already contributing towards national social security funds so as to encourage them increase the uptake of the regional fund. This initial investment should also cater for the discrepancy in country uptake as regional migration occurs. For instance, if two hundred Tanzanians contribute to the fund and only fifty Kenyans contribute, then one hundred Tanzanians migrate to Kenya or Uganda for instance, the fund should be able to offset the discrepancy in numbers to facilitate the portability of benefits and much the rate at which the beneficiaries should receive in Kenya even though the contribution may not match the payments. It is also prudent for instance if the two hundred were Kenyans and the fifty Tanzanians as the Kenyans contribution would be higher but because of for example a pro-rata basis of paying benefits the Kenyan shillings would value more in Tanzania and facilitate the payments. On the other hand, if the EAC accomplishes the goal of being a monetary union then the issue of a single currency would greatly minimise the headache in respect to currency fluctuations\textsuperscript{142}.

These benefits should be clearly spelt out with regards to management, in this respect the fund should be managed independently by an autonomous agency that is staffed purely through a merit and experience based system. Because there is need for ownership of the projects the staffing of the organ should be based on positive negotiated quotas by each state so as to ensure country specific contexts and concerns are addressed. The board should however be composed of

\textsuperscript{142} East African Charter - 1999
equal membership to ensure that each country is equally represented each with equal voting powers appointed by each sending state, and a non-executive position for the chief executive who should be competitively appointed to give administrative perspective.

The fund can later on be expanded to include informal sector contributors and make provisions which would attract especially small/large scale cross border business women/men. This can later be upscaled to ensure that there is only a single social security fund for the region.

The social insurance component of SP can follow in similar vein but the social assistance component would be much more difficult to institute because it would primarily speak to the non-contributory component of Social Protection. This quite frankly would be the region’s Goliath and would need as a basis a Social Protection Basket Fund\textsuperscript{143} for the region where states would contribute towards the most vulnerable in the region. The fund again would need structures that embody meritocracy, transparency and non-bias. The fund start off as targeted and look specifically at cross border population say the Maasai or Luo nations who are plunged in extreme poverty. Discretion might however remain with states to make the determinations and then make applications from the basket fund which in this case should have country offices to make determinations on vulnerability and therefore be the final application submitting authority to the regional basket fund. This would ensure two levels of checks where the country would make a determination then forward it to the country office which would in turn maker a submission to the regional office which would make a determination.

\textsuperscript{143} Piloting the Scale Up of the Malawi Social Cash Transfer, (2007), UNICEF, Lilongwe
The process which looks like might have too much red tape should be simplified through country Management Information Systems (MIS)\textsuperscript{144} which should again speak to the regional office and ensure for faster and easier determination of beneficiaries. The system also building in efficiencies of targeting, disbursement of funds and provide a level of accountability and control mechanisms for programmes.

Payment systems should try as much as possible to embrace technology especially mainstream pay points to ensure easier access of the funds by beneficiaries from anywhere in the region. A leaf can be borrowed from South Africa which incorporates a number of identification techniques and pays beneficiaries through either pay points or directly into bank accounts that charge minimal fees\textsuperscript{145}. The point of genius here is to negotiate with VISA and MasterCard for instance to ensure that multiple pay points can be accessed by brandishing say cards with the logo. This is an easily identifiable and widely accepted mark that facilitates cross border payments and access to funds. The added advantage of this is the beneficiary integrates into main financial structures which also allows for accrued benefits such as credit.

The selling point and buy-in for the non-contributory schemes will be quite a challenging one, but one thing that might work well is the basket funding regime which would bring about a collective ownership of the fund and the ability for states to seek funds for the poor and vulnerable without necessarily touching their national kitty.

The operational term here would have to be increased budgetary allocation by states towards the national security fund as well as towards the basket fund. This should run in tandem with


\textsuperscript{145} Child Support Grant Evaluation (2010), Qualitative Research Report, South Africa Social Security Agency, Department for Social Development in the Republic of South Africa and UNICEF.
increased coverage of programmes as well as increase in benefits. These should have progressive realisation inscribed in their core because the process has to be done in a manner that recognises that programmes shall not run from A to Z overnight.

The policy and subsequent legislation that will come into place needs to be futuristic in planning and embrace long-term thinking or stratregisation, because programmes such as these tend to be long drawn out in so far as consensus on policy accords, domestification procedures, negotiated representation, institutional set up, capacity building and resource endowment are concerned.

Critical to the process will be legitimacy of the process. This can only be achieved by increasing citizen participation in the processes at all levels to increase accountability and transparency of system. This builds both access and ownership of the programme from the grassroots. This can be understood from the demand side (grassroots) as compared to the supply (government) side.

Clear structures for engagement and deliberation have to be consciously set up while space for this engagement deliberately created. The participation has to start right from the design of programme and continue through to roll-out and implementation. For instance, in Kenya the Social Protection policy during development and review had a Steering Committee that brought in development partners, civil society organisations, government and other relevant stakeholders\(^{146}\).

During the roll-out the community based targeting method was a way of incorporating input from communities in the implementation phase of the policy\(^ {147}\). Lastly, the Social protection Sector Review was a way of evaluating the progress made by the policy in terms of


\(^{147}\) Ibid
implementation. This process ensures that there is citizen participation at every level and builds legitimacy in the process. No doubt a key expenditure will have to go into awareness to address the issue of knowledge of entitlements and access to programmes by the beneficiaries and communities.

4.3 **Country and Policy Realities in the EAC**

At present the proposals set out above are futuristic and can either be engaged with in place of national policies which are non-existent except in Kenya. Most of these are at a stage of negotiation and stakeholders are grappling with national definitions. The AU SPF together with other international instruments have come up with definitions which are seemingly widely acceptable and can be used to shape a regional definition that is cognisant of the regional context. Kenya for instance refers to the AU SPF and ILO SPF as guiding documents for the policy\(^{148}\). These frameworks could then be used in the region together with other operational definitions and concepts such as portability, vulnerable and marginalised groups to coin appropriate policy engagement principles including a minimum standard or package of benefits. Of course these have to be negotiated to ensure that a dignified living standard is agreed upon, that embraces social justice and social equity.

At this stage however, Social Protection is regarded as a stately duty that fosters popularity politics but at the same time creates opportunity costs to government. This means that states are busy creating their own systems and structures because of the current low coverage of the programmes. These programmes are often fragmented and do not speak to one another\(^{149}\).

\(^{148}\) [Kenya Social Protection Policy - 2012]

Different line ministries address Social Protection and because many governments argue that they do not have enough resources to roll-out programmes development partner agendas are put at the fore of national priority. Therefore Social Protection reads anything from agricultural extension services to school feeding programmes that do not complement each other or accrue benefits to vulnerable and marginalised groups.

States will therefore continue to invest in their own systems for the time being as they look to increase coverage and beneficiary numbers in their own countries. Because programmes have substantial amounts of development partner funding them, one cannot rule out the externally driven agenda to institute certain policy orientations that do not necessarily build on regional concerns or regional policy priorities. This is also true of domestic political contexts and processes. The EAC politics are yet to evolve from populist politics to issue based. Unfortunately, democratic processes are still dogged by ethnic affiliations, constitutional reviews, national rivalries to name but a few.

In any case, an opportunity exists here for the policy debate to continue because portability has been the mainstay of social security debate in the EAC region. What constrains the process is nationalistic interests and the politics of inclusion of different vulnerable groups without compromising government legitimacy.
CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUSION

5.0 Introduction

This chapter winds the discourse of the paper presented. The reflections presented here represent findings from research that has been collected and conclusions drawn from these findings. They do not in any way presume to be exhaustive of the matter and leave room for further inquiry into the subject of Social Protection and the portability of benefits within the region.

As alluded to earlier Social Protection is in no way a new concept but only embodies a new approach and terminology. The institutionalisation of Social Protection in many ways addresses the incorporation or formalisation of indigenous coping mechanisms with new ones derived from contemporary realities.

This process of institutionalisation is critical because of the need to expand the coverage of programmes in a formal manner and therefore the need to have in place more robust structures and institutions that address the needs of the most vulnerable. This coverage is not limited to national but rather of a regional nature and expansion at country level should run in tandem with regional expansion plans.

It is imperative therefore as a first step to build on the structures that already exist and strengthen capacity and resources for the same. This should be reinforced by policy, legislation and clear implementation strategies with concise time lines. Given the propensity of Social Protection and increasing interest among development partners and governments (political will), it is prudent to capitalise on the current momentum while bolstering pre-existing efforts.
Basic minimum packages are required as a point of departure towards ensuring a basic dignified standard of living. This basic minimum can be enshrined in law with sufficient operational provisions (financial and human resource) made for its efficient and effective implementation. These should cover a broad range of vulnerable and marginalised groups to ensure livelihood guarantees and well as efficient coping mechanisms that are not only engaged during periods of emergency. Social Protection has the potential to ensure that risks and stresses are cushioned through fore-planning and contingency mechanisms that forestall catastrophes and especially for the region.

Regional integration seems like the best chance to concretise the Social protection agenda for the region. Unfortunately, the process seems to have gone into a drag and therefore an interim or intermediate process has to be engaged to ensure that structures are forward looking in terms of dealing with current realities while being futuristic in their approach. Social protection can be the key to unlock the regional disparity of economic endowment as far as ensuring a dignified standard of living and an ability to cope with shocks and stresses is concern. A well designed programme commencing from already institutionalised programmes (Social Security) can be piloted with the aim of upscaling it and further developing the social insurance and social assistance component of Social Protection.
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Appendices

Guiding Questions

1. Are there any plans to develop legislation and/or policies on Social Protection?
2. How can one distinguish between Social protection and Services?
3. What practical steps are being engaged in to address the informal sector?
4. How do regional Social protection instruments interact with National country policies?
5. What are the underlying factors impeding regional integration?
6. What opportunities exist for citizen participation in Social protection programmes?
7. What are the key development partner interest areas for the coming five (5) years?
8. What patterns are emerging as core focus for the post-MDG dispensation?
9. What are the key government plans with regards to Social Protection?